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Abstract
In this thesis, the challenges involved with large-scale Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF)
3-dimensional (3D) printing is explored through an industrial application in which a cantilever
chair is produced as a case study. The chair is designed in SOLIDWORKS® in which easy
variability and complex geometry are emphasized to take advantage of 3D printing’s ability for
mass customization and economic complexity. The ability to move the process towards creating
fully sustainable, recyclable, and biodegradable products is also demonstrated through the use of
PLA filament as the 3D print material. The cantilever chair’s mass is reduced using
SOLIDWORKS’ finite element analysis tool in which the inclusion of a brace addition was chosen
for production due to its reduced material consumption and avoidance of fatigue failure
complications. The characteristics of large-scale FFF 3D printers and their connection with slicer
settings are also discussed. The poor adhesion performance caused by thermal gradients on the
large glass build surface are improved through forced cooling fan profiles and adhesion additions.
Significant oozing and diminished feed rate to flow rate responsiveness caused by large heat
chambers within large-scale hotends are improved through retraction, travel movement, flow rate,
and acceleration settings. Dimensional inaccuracies caused by large translating masses are
considered with respect to accelerations, print speed, frame rigidity, and mechanical clearances.
After these slicer settings were refined within Simplify3D for a 3DP 300 printer equipped with
HFE 300 hotends, the chair was successfully produced. During production, several issues arise
including inadequate adhesion, significant warping, and filament degradation. Economic and
easily appliable solutions are tested to determine an adhesive substance that would both increase
PLA-glass adhesion while at operating print temperatures and reduce adhesion when cooled to
ambient room temperature. Of the substances tested, a sugar/ water solution is determined superior
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in both circumstances compared to a salt/water solution, hairspray, and bare glass. An enclosure
is then designed and built to reduce warping by increasing ambient print temperatures and reducing
thermal gradients caused by drafts and ambient room temperature fluctuations. Considerations
such as future modification, build surface access, and printer access are implemented into its
design. Lastly, a filament storage solution is presented to halt filament degradation through the use
of desiccant and an airtight pet food container to provide a steady low-humid environment.
Complications arouse during the COVID-19 pandemic in which testing of the enclosure and
filament storage were not completed. Furthermore, the effects print scale, print parameters, and
print material have on mechanical, visual, and economic-based optimization are reviewed from
sources using desktop-scale FFF printers. The flow rate limitations of hotends and nozzle
diameters, and the relationship between nozzle diameters, extrusion widths, and layer heights are
discussed. The geometrical effects of the extrusion width to nozzle diameter and extrusion width
to layer height ratios are illustrated and the effect the extrusion width to layer height ratio has on
a print’s mechanical properties are reviewed. An equation arelating volumetric flow rate to nozzle
diameter, print speed, extrusion width to nozzle diameter ratio, and extrusion width to layer height
ratio is then created and used to present optimal volumetric flow rate combinations of varying
nozzle diameters, extrusion width to layer height ratios, and print speeds for 3D Platform’s HFE
300 hotend. These combinations are then applied to the braced-cantilever chair case study by
observing Simplify3D’s estimated print time and material consumption. From this, it is discovered
that larger nozzle sizes could result in significant increases in material consumption and print time
due to print parameter settings and print geometry. The affect print parameters have on the
mechanical properties of FFF objects are further reviewed with regards to infill density, infill
geometry, nozzle temperature, and cooling parameters. From this review, it is revealed that forced
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cooling and low nozzle temperatures typically effects the mechanical properties of prints
negatively through diminished layer bonding. Lastly, the effect of print material color, print postprocessing treatments, and wood-based inclusions are reviewed. Significant discoveries include
the superior bonding ability of natural PLA, the post-processing radiation treatment to reduce
anisotropic tensile strength behavior, and the use of cellulose nanofibers to increase PLA’s tensile
strength and elastic modulus.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Additive manufacturing (AM) was first realized by Charles Hall in 1986 with the
technology Stereolithography (SLA) in which photopolymer resin is cured in successive layers by
a UV laser to create an object [1], [2] . Since then, there have been many AM technologies
developed that use similar layer-by-layer processing but with different materials and fusing
methods. These technologies are commonly labeled under the umbrella term 3D printing, and
include fused deposition modeling (FDM), selective laser sintering (SLS), selective laser melting
(SLM), binder jetting, inkjet printing, contour crafting, laminated object manufacturing (LOM),
direct energy deposition (DED), and more [1], [3]. The primary use of AM was rapid prototyping
due to their ability to create physical representations of products quickly and economically with
negligible setup time between iterations. This helped accelerate design and allowed investors to
analyze products visually and physically [3]–[5]. While still heavily utilized for prototyping, AM
has been increasingly used for final products and functional parts thanks to advancements in
precision, repeatability, and material selection [3], [6]. The percentage of total 3D printed objects
utilized as functional parts or final products was estimated at 20% in 2010. This was further
estimated to increase to 50% by the end of 2020 [1], [4]. The 3D printing industry’s worth is also
expected to raise from $7 billion to $17.2 billion between 2016 and 2020. This raise in popularity
is due to the advantages AM provides over traditional manufacturing methods like injection
molding and subtractive manufacturing (SM) [7].
One substantial advantage is its ability to produce increasingly complex geometries without
requiring additional costs or time. While SM processes may require longer toolpaths, custom
tooling, and/or additional labor to achieve higher levels of geometric complexity, the 3D printing
approach of adding material layer-by-layer only relies on the code delivered to the machine [6].
This level of near unlimited geometric freedom grants the ability to produce single part objects
which would otherwise be impossible with injection molding or SM [3]. Aerospace and auto
industries are currently utilizing AM for this reason as it provides the ability to create specialized
lightweight parts through efficient material placement [1], [3], [6].
Another considerable advantage AM has over traditional manufacturing processes is its
ability to easily achieve mass customization. Injection molding and SM processes require large
setup times between product alterations in the form of mold manufacturing and toolpath generation
1

respectively [3], [5]. For traditional manufacturing processes to achieve mass customization,
various modules are typically manufactured and stored in which labor is required to build the
customized product [4]. AM technologies rely on code to produce the desired geometry. This code
is automatically generated from computer-aided design (CAD) models which can be easily
adjusted in software thereby producing negligible setup times between product alterations. The
ability of AM to produce varying products quickly and economically is proving to impact the
medical industry with customized products such as soles, hearing aids, medical implants, and
braces [2], [3], [6], [7]. Other industries such as jewelry and toys also benefit from the ability to
provide mass customization [2], [6]. With consumers typically willing to pay more for a
customized product [5], the number of industries introducing mass customization into their
products with AM technology is likely to increase.
The ability to produce varying products with negligible setup time also reduces the need
for inventory space. 3D printers can be used to create products on demand rather than mass
producing a product using traditional methods and storing them in inventories [4]. They can also
be left running overnight without human supervision and produce multiple products at a time to
meet current demand [3], [6]. This transforms the traditional approach of transporting products
from a centralized factory to transporting digital files over the internet in which local 3D printers
can use to create the demanded product [3]. This would reduce transportation costs and lead time
which could prove beneficial for spare parts in military applications and remote locations [3]. The
ability to instantaneously produce products globally has already proved useful in reducing medical
equipment shortages during the COVID-19 pandemic. Companies around the world utilized their
3D printers to produce 3D printed valve, respirator, and face shield components to meet demands
thereby saving lives and protecting healthcare workers [8].
Of the 3D printing technologies mentioned, FDM invented and commercialized by Scott
Crump in 1988 is considered the simplest, most economical, and fastest currently available [1],
[2]. This technology involves extruding thermoplastic filament through a heated nozzle that moves
in relation to the build surface to selectively deposit material for each successive layer [1]–[3], [7].
The FDM process is commonly represented under other terms to avoid trademark disputes such as
plastic jet printing, thermoplastic extrusion, fused filament method, and more commonly, fused
filament fabrication (FFF) [2]. These FFF printers were made popular amongst the public thanks
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largely to the open source RepRap project. RepRap, short for replicating rapid prototype, was
founded in 2005 by Adrian Bowyer with the goal to create a 3D printer in which can self-replicate
[2]. This project is responsible for the majority of consumer grade desktop 3D printers used today
[7], including some industrial scale FFF printers in which operate on the RepRap firmware.
Currently, FFF printers frequently appear in schools, universities, and libraries [9]. Hobbyists have
also formed around FFF printing and share their experiences and knowledge on online forums,
many of which are sourced in this thesis. Additionally, companies like UPS and Lowe’s have
brought these 3D printing services to the public allowing individuals to create their own objects
[7]. As RepRap and other open source projects continue to drive down the price of 3D printers, we
can expect a future where individuals digitally purchase toys, replacement parts, customized
objects, etc. before printing them on their own household desktop FFF printer [2].
While common, economic, and fast, FFF printers are typically not used for functional parts
or commercial products due to their relatively poor strength and layered appearance [1], [9]. With
3D printing generally having slower production rates compared to traditional manufacturing means
[3], [4], [6]; the increased time required for processes such as SLA and SLS are generally preferred
for their increased product strength and appearance. Instead, FFF printers are commonly used
alongside traditional manufacturing means such as the creation of molds and cores for metal
castings [6] or in areas where strength and appearance is insignificant such as specialized handheld
tools [2]. However, unlike most 3D printing technologies, FFF technology is feasible for largescale production. The big area additive manufacturing (BAAM) machine is fundamentally a FFF
3D printing technology that utilizes thermoplastic in pellet form and is capable of producing a full
size car frame in a single print [10], [11]. Using large-scale FFF printers provide the opportunity
to utilize the advantages AM 3D printers provide while obtaining products of scale that are
otherwise limited to traditional manufacturing processes.
In this thesis, FFF printers with a build volume of 0.5 m3 or more are considered
large-scale. These large-scale FFF printers are becoming increasingly available with BigRep [12],
Modix [13], Cosine Additive [14], BLB Industries [15], and 3D Platform [16] being some of the
providers currently available in 2020. The availability of these printers has enabled larger
consumer based 3D printed products with advancements emerging within the automotive,
furniture, and medical industries [17]–[19]. While the utilization of large-scale FFF printers for
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consumer products are slowly growing, no literature could be found which discus the challenges
that exist when using a large-scale FFF printer.
In this thesis, the utilization of a large-scale FFF printer is explored for an industrial
application in which a commercial product is created as a case study. CHAPTER 2 covers product
design. The thought process involved with choosing an appropriate product to display the
feasibility of 3D printing in an industrial setting is presented. This product is then designed and
modeled with emphasis on aiding 3D printing advantages such as complex geometry and mass
customization. Lastly, a simulation is created and subjected to the product’s model which is then
iteratively adjusted to optimize material placement and reduce print time. CHAPTER 3 covers
print preparation. The 3D printing process is explained along with the software required. Various
issues that are related to printer scale are discussed along with the software’s print parameters that
are adjusted to reduce these issues. CHAPTER 4 covers product creation in which the product
designed in CHAPTER 2 is printed on a large-scale FFF printer using the print parameters assigned
in CHAPTER 3. Several additional issues experienced during the product’s creation involving
adhesion, warping, and filament storage are discussed along with the design, creation, and
implementation of solutions to these issues. While the solution to each issue is discussed, some
were unable to be implemented and/or verified due to the university lockdown procedure initiated
for safety regarding the COVID-19 pandemic. Lastly, CHAPTER 5 discusses options that could
be pursued to further optimize FFF printed products including printer scale, print parameters, and
print material.
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CHAPTER 2. PRODUCT DESIGN
Several aspects were considered when determining an appropriate object that would best
demonstrate the industrial application of large-scale FFF. The object had to be of large-scale,
require some degree of structural integrity, and demonstrate the ability to be easily modified. The
largest 3D printer available for this demonstration was a 3DP 300 which utilizes a
1.0 m × 1.0 m × 0.7 m build area [20], [21]. With the available build surface in mind, a chair was
determined to fit the criteria. A chair is relatively large when considering most 3D printers
available, required to be structurally stable when the load of an individual’s weight is applied, and
can be modified to suit different sizes, weight accommodations, and features.

2.1 Chair Style Considerations
Three plausible chair styles were considered in determining the appropriate style for this
project: the ladder-back chair [22], Voronoi chair [23], and cantilever chair [24], [25]. Of these
three, the cantilever chair was chosen due to its ability to be easily modeled, modified, simulated,
and 3D printed as one piece while also utilizing AM advantages. Descriptions of the chair types
considered along with their respective advantages and disadvantages can be found in the following
subheadings.
2.1.1 Ladder-Back Chair
The ladder-back chair is a popular style from the Middle Ages [22]. As illustrated in
Figure 2.1a, the ladder-back chair is described as a chair having two uprights connected with
horizontal members [22].
In modern times, this chair is commonly used in a dining setting. Due to its simplistic
design, the chair could be easily printed in 6 separate pieces as illustrated in Figure 2.1b. The
members highlighted in red could be printed on its side as a single piece, members highlighted in
blue printed upside down, and the braces highlighted in green printed individually. Also, since the
members are simple rectangular members, higher print speeds could be utilized with little effect
on the resulting print quality. Another benefit of this style is the ability to provide additional
strength by fastening the members together with supporting rods or wires running through the
horizontal members. Lastly, modification of the chair’s parameters would be easily achieved by
changing the lengths, widths, and thicknesses of the various members.
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Since the chair contains multiple parts, labor for assembly and a larger total print surface
would be required thereby reducing the feasibility of utilizing 3D printing for its production.
Furthermore, the act of producing a modular chair with member of varying lengths and thicknesses
is a technique commonly used with traditional manufacturing methods to provide mass
customization [4]. These issues therefore negate the ability of this chair style to effectively
demonstrate the industrial application of FFF.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Annotated images of a ladder-back chair adapted from [26] showing the features that define it (a) and the
possible combination of 3D printed members that could create it (b).

2.1.2 Voronoi Chair
The Voronoi chair is a relatively new style inspired from the Voronoi cell structure [23];
an example of which can be seen in Figure 2.2. The Voronoi cell structure can be seen in natural
phenomena such as cell walls, desert crust, and atom arrangement. Since it was realized by Georgy
Voronoi in 1907, it has been utilized in various computer aided calculations [27] which is why the
chair may appear similar to components created using artificial intelligence.
The primary benefit of this design is the potential efficiency in which it could place material
in areas that would most effectively withstand stresses created when under load. This would result
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in a functional chair with the least amount of material. It also benefits from the capability of being
created in a single print, therefore reducing any need for assembly.
Although it is possible to print this style, it would be exceedingly difficult to do so
successfully or in a way that would result in a quality print due to all print orientations resulting in
areas where material would be deposited without foundational support. While supports could be
printed, this would greatly increase the material needed, require expensive water-soluble filament
to maintain a desirable surface, and require additional labor to separate the supports from the chair.
Lastly, adjusting the model would be exceedingly difficult; however, a company may find this
worth attempting due to the possibility of the unique modern design being desirable among
consumers.

Figure 2.2: Annotated image of a Voronoi chair sourced with permission from [28] showing the feature that defines it.

2.1.3 Cantilever Chair
The cantilever chair first became popular in the late 1920’s and typically appeared as a
simplistic tubular steel chair with no rear legs [24], as illustrated in Figure 2.3a. More generically,
a cantilever chair is any chair which is supported by a single leg or legs which extrude from one
side of the seat in the shape of an L to create a supporting platform [25]. With this more generalized
definition, the Panton chair is also considered a cantilever chair. Panton chairs, an example of
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which is seen in Figure 2.3b, are supported in the same manner but is built from a single piece of
injection molded plastic [29].
This style can be printed as a single piece and has the potential to be printed well without
including printed supports. This is possible by printing the chair on its side and ensuring the
curvature does not become excessively steep such that successive extrusions will have adequate
foundational support from the previous print layer. The style can also be easily modified by varying
the cross-sectional thickness along its curvature to strengthen areas that would experience the most
stress. Lastly, this style enables installation of support rods or wires along its outer rails or
perpendicularly through its cross section for situations where additional strength is required.
The primary disadvantage of the solid cantilever chair style is its greater relative mass
compared to the previously mentioned types. This results in additional print time and print
material, both of which increase overall cost.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3:Annotated images of cantilever chairs with (a) being of the typical tubular design sourced from [30] and (b) being a
solid plastic design commonly known as a Panton chair sourced from [31].

2.2 Chair Design and CAD Modeling
The cantilever chair was modeled in SOLIDWORKS® 2018 SP3.0 [32] with inspiration
from Figure 2.3b. Two SOLIDWORKS features were used extensively, that being the loft
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extrusion and the equations table. The loft extrusion involves at least two profile sketches and
optional guide curve sketches. Once the necessary sketches are defined, SOLIDWORKS will
create a body that morphs seamlessly between each profile sketch while following along any
included guide curve sketches. Utilizing this feature allows chair geometry containing variable
profiles in which material could be optimally placed to withstand the desired load. To easily adjust
the loft extrusion geometry, various sketch dimensions were stored as variables in the equations
table. This allows the chair’s geometry to be modified by simply adjusting the variables of interest
within the table and refreshing the model. The following subheadings provide a detailed
explanation on how the chair’s CAD model was created.
2.2.1 General Parameters
The chair’s geometry is controlled by four SOLIDWORKS sketches hereby known as the
chair’s essential sketches. The first essential sketch is called the Preliminary Plan. This sketch
contains the overall chair dimensions which were adapted from Brezlin’s recommended
dimensions for an easy chair [33]. These dimensions, and the dimensions chosen for the
Preliminary Plan, are shown in Table 2.1. The Seat Inclination and Seat Back Inclination were
taken smaller than would otherwise seem appropriate due to the expected deflection caused by the
cantilever chair style under load,.
Table 2.1: Chair dimension guidelines for a casual easy chair adapted from [33].

Parameter
Seat Width

Guidelines
16” – 20”

Incorporated
45 cm (17.72”)

Seat Depth

15” – 18”

40 cm (15.75”)

Seat Height

16”

41 cm (16.14”)

Seat Inclination

10°

2°

Seat Back Length

14” – 16”

36 cm (14.17”)

Seat Back Inclination

5° – 30°

7°

The Preliminary Plan can be seen in Figure 2.4. The overall dimensions were entered into
the equations table and placed into the sketch as variables. This is evident by the red uppercase
sigma beside each variable dimension. The Preliminary Plan can be considered the backbone of
the model in that any changes to these variables will refresh all proceeding sketches causing the
chair to update to the desired size.
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Figure 2.4: Orthogonal images of the 3-dimensional Preliminary Plan SOLIDWORKS sketch.
(Dimensions in mm unless stated otherwise)

2.2.2 Load Bearing Parameters
The next two essential sketches are called the Final Plan (Center) and Final Plan (Rail),
seen in Figure 2.5a and Figure 2.5b respectively. These sketches can be considered the ribs of the
chair in that they provide the framework for proceeding sketches while being initially defined off
the Preliminary Plan. These Final Plan sketches define the vertical cross sections of the chair model
at the center and the rail, respectively, with the rail being the chair’s planar face on either side.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Images of the Final Plan (Rail) (a) and Final Plan (Center) (b) SOLIDWORKS sketches with the Preliminary Plan
shown in gray.
(Dimensions in mm)

Although the primary objective was to show the general feasibility of FFF in the industry,
an effort was made to make the chair comfortable. This was done by implementing a Seat Inset,
Seat Imprint, and Foot Space. The Seat Inset is seen in the Final Plan (Rail) as 20 mm and defines
the distance in which the rails of the chair protrude forward and upward from its center. This
feature acts to envelope the user slightly to prevent sliding. The Seat Imprint is seen in the Final
Plane (Center) as 10 mm and helps to further center the user and prevent slipping by providing a
crater at the rear. Lastly, the Foot Space allows space for an individual to tuck their feet a short
way under the chair. This feature is seen in Final Plan (Center) and provides the additional function
of strengthening the lower chair radii by acting as a brace. These features, along with a few others,
were not defined as variables to reduce any unnecessary complexity in the model, though they
could easily be varied if so desired.
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The dimensions in the Final Plans which were defined as variables where those which
would affect the chairs strength. These dimensions are scattered throughout Figure 2.5 and are
evident by their respective red uppercase sigma. In Final Plan (Rail), these variables are the Rail
Thickness’ and Rail Radii abbreviated as RT1 to RT8 and RR1 to RR3, respectively. These
dimensions allow the rail thickness to vary along its length as to provide the ability to optimize
material for the desired load. In Final Plan (Center), variation in thickness is not necessary as its
primary role is to transfer the load to the rails on either side. Therefore, the Final Plan (Center)
contains a single variable called the Center Thickness seen abbreviated as CT.
The final essential sketch is the Surface sketch illustrated in Figure 2.6. This sketch acts as
the skin of the model in that it is defined primarily off the Final Plane sketches. This allows the
profile to stretch and conform its shape depending on where the profile is placed relative to the
Final Plan sketches. The Surface sketch contains the final strength variable labeled Rail Width.
This variable defines the distance in which the Final Plane (Rail) vertical cross section is held
constant before transitioning to the Final Plane (Center) cross section. The Surface sketch also
contains two other variables labeled TSC and TSR for Tangent Strength Center and Tangent
Strength Rail, respectively. These variables were only added into the equations table due to the
repetition in which they exist throughout the model. Other than a slight adjustment after the loft
extrusion was created, the magnitudes shown were considered constants along with the other
comfort features stated earlier.

Figure 2.6: Image of the Surface SOLIDWORKS sketch.
(Dimensions in mm)

2.2.3 Sketch Assembly and CAD Creation
The loft extrusion within SOLIDWORKS was used to create the chair model. The guide
curve sketches required for the chair were created by simply projecting the Final Plan sketch curves
onto planes positioned with respect to the Chair Width defined in the Preliminary Plan. This
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resulted in a total of 6 guide curves as illustrated in Figure 2.7a. The Surface sketch discussed
previously was created 10 times and spaced relatively evenly along the guide curve sketches to be
used as profile sketches. While the loft extrusion only requires a profile sketch at the beginning
and end, additional profiles were deemed necessary to prevent the model from shifting in
unexpected ways. The Surface sketches vary independently from each other as the four corners
and the two central points highlighted in Figure 2.7b were defined to align on their respective guide
curve sketches. Combining the guide curves and profiles together results in the wireframe structure
seen in Figure 2.7c which SOLIDWORKS then uses within its loft extrusion feature to create the
chair geometry seen in Figure 2.7d. Since the sketches were layered such that each sketch provides
the framework for proceeding sketches; any change in variables contained in the Preliminary Plan,
Final Plans, or Surface sketch will update and reshape the model to the desired specifications.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.7: Annotated illustrations of the SOLIDWORKS sketches used within the loft extrusion feature to virtually create the
chair in which (a) is the guide curves, (b) is the repeated profile, (c) is the assembled wireframe and (d) is the resulting CAD
model.
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2.2.4 Additions
To further customize the chair, togglable additions can be included such as luxury features,
ergonomic advancements, and structural adjustments. These additions can be defined directly off
the geometry created earlier and be suppressed when they are not desired. Further simplifying the
process, SOLIDWORKS configurations can be created and toggled in which the desired additions
are included.
In the case of this demonstration, a brace addition was created due to concerns regarding
fatigue. Print parameters have a significant effect on the fatigue properties of 3D printed parts.
While larger layer heights have been shown to increase fatigue resistance of 3D printed PLA [34],
no experimentation was found that could directly relate to the large-scale prints that the 3DP 300
is capable of. Other than reducing structural complexity, the brace addition could also result in
reduced print material and print time compared to the pure cantilever chair design. This was
hypothesized from the ability to define considerably thinner rails due to the effective stress transfer
that the brace could provide.
The brace addition significantly reduces elastic deformation by placing a vertical member
at the rear of the chair. This vertical member is created using a positional sketch and a profile
sketch as shown in Figure 2.8a, in which the profile thickness was defined as the variable Brace
Width. After extruding the profile sketch between the two impeding surfaces, large radii were
added resulting in the solid model shown in Figure 2.8b. Due to the design’s negligible elastic
deformation, the Seat Slope and Seat Back Incline Angle were reverted to 10° and 15° respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8: Annotated illustration of the SOLIDWORKS sketches (a) and resulting CAD model (b) of the cantilever chair’s brace
addition.
(Dimensions in mm)

2.3 FEA Analysis
SOLIDWORKS was also used to compute finite element analysis (FEA) iteratively on both
the cantilever and braced-cantilever chair designs. The purpose of FEA was to determine the
appropriate variable magnitudes such that each chair design would be capable of withstanding the
forces involved during use while consuming the least amount of material. To avoid complexity
and stay within the computing capabilities of SOLIDWORKS, the chair was assumed isotropic.
While this is acceptable for the modulus of elasticity, the tensile strength of FFF objects represents
an anisotropic material with decreasing strength through the longitudinal (in line with extrusion),
transverse (across extrusions of the same layer), and normal (across print layers) directions,
respectively [35], [36]. The normal tensile strength has been shown by [37] to be as low as 47.71%.
FEA was therefore completed with the goal to approach but not drop below a Factor of Safety of
2, with several choices being made to obtain conservative results. The following subheadings go
in depth on how the simulations were created and their results.
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2.3.1 FFF Defined Strength Parameters
To further allow the optimization of material, FFF’s capability of producing hollow
geometry was utilized. This was achieved by varying the infill percentage of select print layers.
Specifically, the infill percentage was assigned to 100% for a distance from either side and for a
central distance. These distances were called the Rail Fill Width and Center Fill Width,
respectively. These sections would provide the structural strength of the chair while the area
between them was assigned to 10% infill for internal print support. An additional parameter is the
Shell Width which defines the perimeter thickness that surrounds all sections.
For FEA to be completed, the CAD model had to be further adjusted to reflect the chair’s
physical geometry. The strength parameters can be seen incorporated into the chair’s model in
Figure 2.9. As before, the Rail Fill Width, Center Fill Width, and Shell Width were defined as
variables within the equations table such that they could be easily adjusted for FEA iterations. The
implementation of these parameters into the CAD model were done by utilizing the split, shell and
combine features within SOLIDWORKS. First, the split feature was used to slice the model along
the Rail Fill Width and Center Fill Width boundaries, thereby creating multiple bodies. The 10%
infill section bodies were then hollowed out to the specified Shell Width parameter using the shell
feature. Lastly, the combine feature was used to merge all bodies back together. The 10% infill
sections were kept hollow to avoid complexity and provide a conservative simulation result. Since
the primary function of the infill was to provide internal print support, a rectilinear infill pattern
was chosen for its superior areal coverage to mass ratio. Not only is this infill pattern known to
provide inferior tensile strength compared to other patterns, but the strength to mass ratio is also
expected to be lower [38], therefore it would not have any significant structural contribution.
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Figure 2.9: Annotated illustration displaying the implementation of the Rail Fill Width, Center Fill Width, and Shell Width
parameters into the cantilever chair’s FEA CAD model.

2.3.2 Simulation Parameters
FEA was completed within SOLIDWORKS as a static simulation. Static simulations
require external loads, fixtures, and mesh parameters. External loads simulate the forces exerted
directly on the object during use while fixtures simulate the forces exerted indirectly to keep the
object in static equilibrium. Lastly, mesh parameters define the element structure implemented on
the chair.
Two external loads were defined to the chair as illustrated in Figure 2.10a. The primary
external load was a force distributed over a 30 cm by 20 cm oval projected approximately to where
one would be sitting. This external load was implemented to simulate the weight of the user. The
force was defined as 275 lb., approximately 124.74 kg, as this was recorded to be the 95th
percentile US male weight given by ANSI/BIFMA X5.1 [39]. The secondary external load was a
force distributed over a semi-ovular area, defined by projecting a horizontal line downward across
the back rest. This external load was implemented to simulate the pressure exerted when the user
leaned against the back rest. The force was intuitively defined as 9.07 kg (20 lb.) which was
deemed acceptable. To retain simulation accuracy in the event of large deflections, the weight
force was defined to be in the vertical direction while the lean force was defined to be
perpendicular to the back rest’s surface.
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There were two fixtures defined to the chair as illustrated in Figure 2.10b. The primary
fixture was a roller/slider type which applies a force normal to the selected surface such that the
object does not drop below the surface in which it was initially defined. This fixture served to
simulate the normal force exerted by the floor. The surface in which the roller/slider type fixture
was defined to was created by using the extruded cut feature to shave a negligibly thin 0.1 mm
portion off the bottom of the chair model. The secondary fixture was a fixed type which applies
forces such that the geometry it is applied to remains spatially fixed. This fixture served to satisfy
the simulation requirements and is applied to the rear bottom cross-sectional surface of the chair.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.10: Annotated illustrations displaying the applied external loads (a) and fixtures (b) in the SOLIDWORKS static
simulations.

The mesh parameters consist of a few definitions, though only two of them were directly
modified. The first parameter was the type of mesh used. SOLIDWORKS static simulations offer
three different mesh types: standard mesh, curve-based mesh, and blended curve-based mesh. Of
these options, the blended curve-based mesh was chosen due to its ability to successfully mesh the
chair when different variable dimensions were selected. This mesh type also worked well to avoid
skewing the maximum stress result from falsely calculating large stress concentrations at the
normal force boundary. The other mesh parameter was the maximum mesh size. This is an
important property as a mesh size too large will give inaccurate results, while too small will cause
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excessive simulation computing times. To determine the appropriate magnitude, a mesh
convergence graph was created as displayed in Figure 2.11. This involves progressively reducing
the maximum mesh size until the resulting max stress converges. As evident in the graph, the initial
cell size was taken as 40 mm and was progressively halved until 5 mm where it was deemed to be
of reasonable accuracy. Reducing the mesh size any further not only increases the simulation time,
but also negatively effects the stress results around the normal force boundary causing inaccurate
max stress results. This mesh convergence was only completed once with 5 mm taken as adequate
for all proceeding simulations. Since the hollow sections would contain 10% infill, any small
inaccuracies were assumed negligible due to all results being conservative.

Figure 2.11: Mesh convergence graph displaying the logarithmic behavior of simulated stress with decreasing mesh element
size.

2.3.3 Material Choice
Polylactic Acid (PLA) is one of the more popular FFF 3D printing filament materials used
throughout the 3D printing community. Its popularity and abundant use in filament composites [1]
has accelerated PLA-based polymer technology growth to the point where PLA options either rival
or benefit over other polymer options in situations where specific properties are desired [40]. Other
than PLA being relatively easy to print thanks to its lower melting point of 130-180 °C [41], its
popularity is significantly influenced by its environmentally friendly characteristics. Specifically,
its sustainability [42], recyclability [43], and biodegradability [40]. For these reasons, PLA was
chosen to be used for printing of the chair.
The source of PLA’s sustainability derives from its ability to be created solely from
renewable matter. Unlike many other thermoplastic filaments available, PLA is made from starch
extracted from rice, sugar beets, sugarcane or corn with the later of the three commonly used [40],
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[42]. Thanks to the exclusion of petroleum, PLA consumes less fossil energy compared to
petroleum-based thermoplastics. PLA was estimated to consume 25-55% less fossil energy in 2003
than its petroleum-based counterparts, and is believed to consume up to 90% less when the
manufacturing process becomes more efficient and relies on renewable energy sources [42].
PLA has also been shown to be recyclable in that PLA can be melted down and re-formed
with little reduction in its mechanical properties. PLA had been recycled and injection molded 20
times by [43] with no significant changes in properties other than a reduction in viscosity. 3D
printed PLA has also been shown to sustain multiple extrusions with minimal mechanical property
degradation with [44] obtaining identical surface quality and 2-11% reduction in mechanical
properties and [45] obtaining no significant reductions in mechanical properties until the third
recycling attempt. Additionally, polydiacetylenes (PDA) coating recycled PLA pellets has been
shown to reduce mechanical property degradation of 3D printed parts by [46], in which the tensile
strength had increased by 14.9% and elongation at break by 3.74%. While current recycling
methods fail to recycle PLA due to identification difficulties [47], recycling could be beneficial in
the future or for large-scale business that utilize PLA processing.
Additionally, PLA has been shown to be biodegradable through hydrolysis. Hydrolysis is
the process of compounds being broken down through the absorption of water molecules. In the
case of PLA, water molecules are known to break its ester chains thereby reducing its molecular
weight [40], [41], [48]. The rate of PLA degradation is dependent on may parameters such as initial
molecular weight, crystallinity, geometry, PLA purity, humidity, and temperature [40], [48].
Additionally, the degradation rate of PLA is autocatalytic, meaning the rate of hydrolysis increases
the further it degrades [49]. PLA is stable under typical conditions in which its mechanical
properties remain undeteriorated for years [40]; however, [50] has shown PLA’s molecular weight
reduce by 41.6% over 5.5 months when submerged in water. Furthermore, results obtained by [48]
led to their assumption that PLA objects a few millimeters thick would fully degrade within 2-3
years when subjected to a high humidity environment. The temperature of the high humidity
environment also has a significant effect on PLA’s degradation rate. While temperatures below
room temperature can result in PLA lasting over 4 years, PLA will degrade to the point of being
consumed by micro-organisms within a month when subjected to temperatures of 60 °C or more
[41]. Though PLA is considered compostable [42], few composting facilities accept PLA due to
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the requirement of high temperatures for reasonable degradation rates. Along with other
complications such as PLA being incompatible with compost material certifications or dense PLAs
not fully degrading within set timeframes, most PLA materials are instead sent to landfills [47].
With the material determined, the simulation’s mechanical properties could then be
defined. Filament.ca’s EcoTough white PLA was used to print the chair. The only mechanical
property stated for this filament is its minimum tensile strength of 89 MPa [51]. This tensile
strength is likely inaccurate for 3D printed objects due to the vast number of variables involved
during the 3D printing process. Instead, the mechanical properties were taken from
MakeItFrom.com. These values are displayed in Table 2.2 with Poisson’s ratio assumed as 0.3.
These values seem appropriate when considering results from the many studies completed on the
mechanical properties of 3D printed PLA [35]–[38], [44], [52]–[54]. While sources show the
elastic modulus of 3D printed objects behaving isotropically, the tensile strength behaves
anisotropically in which the tensile strength in the normal direction is approximately 50% of that
of the longtudinal direction [35]–[37], [53], [55]. This reduction in tensile strength was adapted
into the SOLIDWORKS FEA simulations by ensuring the factor of safety did not drop below 2.
Table 2.2: Mechanical properties of PLA adapted from [56].

Mechanical Property
Density

Value
1.3 g/cm3

Elastic Modulus

3.5 GPa

Shear Modulus

2.4 GPa

Ultimate Tensile Strength

50 MPa

2.3.4 Simulation Results
Each static simulation was created and ran manually for both the cantilever and bracedcantilever chair models. After each iteration, the stress distribution was observed, and specific
variable magnitudes were adjusted. The goal was to minimize mass while keeping a factor of safety
of 2 or more. The iterative FEA progression for the cantilever and braced-cantilever chairs are
shown in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13 respectively. A detailed list of variable magnitudes used for
each iteration along with a description of each max stress location can be seen in Appendix A.
Orthogonal drawings displaying the overall dimensions of the cantilever and braced-cantilever’s
final iteration can be seen in Appendix B. The final iteration’s stress and displacement distributions
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are illustrated in Figure 2.14 for the cantilever chair and Figure 2.15 for the braced-cantilever
chair. In these figures, von Mises and URES refers to the combined stress and displacement across
3-dimensional space respectively.
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Figure 2.12: Line graph displaying the iterative FEA progression performed on the cantilever chair to reduce volume and keep
a minimum factor of safety of 2.0.
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Figure 2.13: Line graph displaying the iterative FEA progression performed on the braced-cantilever chair to reduce volume
and keep a minimum factor of safety of 2.0.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14: Images displaying the stress distribution (a) and displacement distribution (b) of the cantilever chair design at its
final FEA iteration.

As seen in Figure 2.14a, the stress distribution for the cantilever chair design is relatively
well dispersed along the seating and frontal areas. The peak stress can be observed at the normal
force Fixture boundary, which results in a factor of safety of 2.1. This stress concentration appears
due to the singularity point existing at the Fixture boundary. In reality, this stress is expected to be
much lower. The true factor of safety was estimated at 2.2 with the peak stress located on the
internal edge at the rail radius closest to the back rest. As expected, the displacement distribution
illustrated in Figure 2.14b shows the chair having an increased seat and back rest inclination angle.
This increased inclination appears to lie around the recommended easy chair dimensions listed in
Table 2.1; therefore, no model adjustments were computed.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.15: Images displaying the stress distribution (a) and displacement distribution (b) of the braced-cantilever chair
design at its final FEA iteration.

The stress distribution for the braced-cantilever chair design is relatively well dispersed at
the seating area as seen in Figure 2.15a. The peak stress can be observed at the center of the front
seating radius; specifically, at the internal edge beside the center fill width. This peak stress results
in a factor of safety of 2.8, significantly larger than the 2.0 goal. This was not further lowered due
to the drastic effect further thinning of the rails had on the structural integrity of the chair. A small
change would result in large increases in stress with little improvement in overall mass. Another
issue was the unpredictability of the chair’s structural integrity. When the brace width was reduced
from 15 mm to 10 mm, the factor of safety increased from 1.9 to 2.8 as seen in Figure 2.13 between
iterations 6 and 7. When this behaviour was analyzed further, it was found that the thinner brace
width allowed the upper brace node to deflect much more than it could originally as observed in
Figure 2.16. This deflection allowed the stresses to spread out more evenly and therefore greatly
reduced the stress concentrations around the area. Additional simulations were completed by
gradually increasing the lean force to 36.29 kg (80 lb.) and the seat weight force to 192.78 kg
(425 lb.) to ensure the chair was stable. Despite the seemingly sensitive simulation results
completed previously, the chair did not fail in any of these additional tests. When comparing the
deformation distribution from the cantilever chair design in Figure 2.14b, and the bracedcantilever chair design in Figure 2.15b, it can be seen that the brace performs well in reducing
elastic deformation and therefore allows for much thinner rails.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.16: Annotated illustration comparing the simulated braced-cantilever chair deflection with a 10 mm brace width (a)
and a 15 mm brace width (b) with the initial unloaded orientation represented in translucent gray.
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CHAPTER 3. PRINT PREPARATION
The 3DP 300 printer was used to print the chair. These series of printers by 3D Platform
are controlled by the open source firmware RepRap on a Duet board, and therefore have no
restriction on the material or slicer used [20]. While the material chosen was stated in chapter
2.3.3, the slicing software has yet to be discussed. The slicer is a critical step in the 3D printing
workflow as it translates the CAD mesh file into a file type the printer can read. The slicer also
implements user defined print parameters into the exported file which significantly effects the print
result both visually and mechanically.

3.1 Slicing Software
Aside from select closed-source variants, 3D printers require G-code files to perform
prints. These files are created by slicing software and contain step-by-step instructions that the 3D
printer’s firmware can read and execute. Slicers function by slicing an imported mesh CAD model,
commonly represented in the .stl format, into cross-sectional layers and generating a series of
printer actions that recreate the model layer-by-layer [7], [57]. During this generation, the slicer
software refers to user selected print parameters to create the print to the desired specifications.
These print parameters include extrusion parameters such as extrusion width, height, speed,
temperature along with physical parameters such as print wall thickness, infill percentage, solid
top/bottom layers, etc.
There are many different slicers available to choose from; however, the two most popular
options amongst the 3D printing community appear to be Simplify3D [58] and Ultimaker Cura
[59]. Simplify3D is commonly viewed as the best slicer you can buy with its robust features and
quick processing speeds, while Cura is viewed as the best free slicer available with it being open
source, easy to use, and feature abundant [60]. Typically, Simplify3D is popular amongst
professionals and enthusiasts for its superior speed and robust features while Cura is popular
amongst hobbyists due to its feature abundance and free utilization.
At first, Cura was used for all prints completed on the 3DP 300 printer. This was quickly
changed to Simplify3D for a few reasons. First, Cura did not generate the desired toolpaths in
certain situations where a single wall extrusion thickness was desired. The slicer would extrude
the perimeter as expected, then retrace its path backwards instead of immediately continuing with
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the print. This has little effect on a smaller desktop printer; however, this resulted in extrusion
issues with the large-scale printer due to oozing. This and other large-scale printer characteristics
are discussed in the proceeding subchapters. Another issue was that some print parameter settings
available within Cura did not register correctly in the 3DP 300’s RepRap firmware, causing it to
display errors on the command window. While the only parameters found to cause errors were
those which changed acceleration settings, it made the slicer feel incompatible with the 3DP 300.
Lastly, 3DP recommended Simplify3D due to its use internally for their own testing and
troubleshooting [61]. After using Simplify3D for some time, it proved to provide a more
professional feel over Cura with robust features, fast processing speeds, informative visuals, and
a UI that is easily navigated.

3.2 Print Parameters
The specific 3D Platform printer used was the 3DP 300-2E7C2-A3300-100. This printer’s
1 m × 1 m build surface consists of a heated borosilicate glass sheet, in which heat is applied
directly by a silicon heat pad located underneath. The printer deposits thermoplastic through dual
water cooled HFE 300 extruders equipped with 1 mm nozzles which translate on aluminum
extrusion rails powered by closed loop servo SurePrintTM motors with lead screws [20], [21].
Synonymous to most complex machines, each 3D printer behaves differently. Many factors such
as the environment, print material, drive system, computing system, and more all effect how a
printer performs. These factors result in unrepeatable print results between similar printers with
identical print parameters [3].
To determine the appropriate print parameters for the 3DP 300 printer, various
experimental, functional, and collaborative prints were completed using a print profile provided
by 3DP. Throughout this process, multiple parameters where modified to obtain better results. It
soon became obvious that, while the 3DP 300 printer is an impressive piece of machinery, the
general use of large-scale FFF 3D printers comes with its own drawbacks compared to their
desktop sized variants. These disadvantages present limitations in which object geometry and print
parameters need to be considered to achieve a desirable print. The key points of consideration
include its build surface, print head, and overall mass. These are discussed in detail in the following
subheadings. The final print parameters can be seen in Appendix C with the general parameters
shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: General print parameters assigned within Simplify3D for the 3DP 300 printer equipped with HFE 300 hotends.

Nozzle Diameter: 1.00 mm
Extrusion Multiplier: 1.00
Extrusion Width: Auto (1.20 mm)
Primary Layer Height: 0.5 mm
Print Speed: 100 mm/s

Nozzle Temperature: 205 °C
Bed Temperature: 60 °C
Infill Pattern: Rectilinear
Infill Angle Offsets: 45°/-45°
Outline Overlap: 8%

3.2.1 Build Surface
Most desktop FFF 3D printers have a build surface or print bed consisting of glass,
aluminum, or both. Glass provides a smooth flat surface that resists scratches and thermal
expansion while aluminum provides great heat conduction and capacity which can be important
for heated build surfaces [57], [62]. Providing a heated build surface becomes important in being
able to successfully print with minimal warping. By having the build plate temperature just below
the glass transition temperature of the print material, the adhesive capabilities are greatly increased
[63]–[65]. This is likely due to the reduction of shear stress between the print material and print
surface. While cooling down from its extrudate’s exit temperature, thermoplastics will shrink
relative to its thermal expansion coefficient. This extruded plastic will stay in a molten like state
up until it reaches its glass transition temperature in which the plastic will harden. Any shrinkage
before the glass transition point will cause minimal if any stress due to its inability to hold a
physical form. However, once the thermoplastic hardens, shear stress forms at the print surface
interface due to differences in thermal expansion. If the first few layers are not held at temperatures
just after their glass transition point, this shear force will greatly reduce or eliminate adhesion
strength to the build surface.
While the 3DP 300 printer has a heated glass build surface, it lacks the aluminum plate that
helps distribute and hold heat. This results in poor thermal distribution with an estimated thermal
gradient of 15 °C between the build surface center and the sides when heated to 60 °C.
Additionally, any air movement created by the cooling fans within proximity to the glass results
in rapid cooling of its surface. These issues cause adhesion problems due to reasons explained
earlier. When a 3D Platform distributor was asked why there was not an aluminum build plate
option available, they stated that 3D Platform were experiencing build surface leveling issues in
their tests [66]. Aluminum’s relatively large thermal expansion properties causes plates to bulge,
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curve, and buckle from thermal gradients and/or internal stresses. This deformation is minimal in
smaller scale printers mentioned earlier but can be very problematic in large-scale printers.
To allow successful prints, care was taken to obtain the highest initial adhesion possible.
As agreed amongst the 3D printing community, the first print layer is the most important aspect of
print bed adhesion [65], [67]. Adhesion is greatly compromised if the first layer does not have
adequate “squish” or compression onto the build surface. A poor first layer will often lead to a
failed print regardless of a heated print bed. To ensure good squish is achieved everywhere, every
time, the automatic bed mesh leveling feature provided by the 3DP 300 printer was used before
every print while the print bed was heated to print temperature. This mesh leveling feature
measures the relative height of the print bed in a 21 x 21 grid to generate a height map of the build
surface. The 3DP 300 printer then uses this height map to adjust its z-axis within a 50 µm resolution
to maintain a constant height from the build surface [21]. Additionally, the babystepping feature
was used while the first layer was printed. This enables small resolution adjustments to the nozzle
height in real time, therefore allowing the user to ensure an appropriate amount of squish is
achieved [20].
Several print parameters were also modified to maximize adhesion. First, the cooling fan
profile was adjusted such that it would exponentially ramp up from 0 to 60% power over the first
80 print layers. This helps prevent the fans from significantly cooling the print bed when they are
in proximity to the surface. For large prints where there is adequate cooling time between layers,
the cooling fans were disabled all together. A brim was also implemented for every print. A brim
consists of extruding multiple first-layer outlines of the print’s perimeter, visually similar to the
brim of a sun hat, which increases adhesion by resisting lifting forces at the print edges [65], [67]–
[69]. This not only helps increase adhesion, but also reduces the ability for cooling fans and drafts
to affect the glass temperature within proximity to the print.
3.2.2 Hotend
The 3DP’s HFE 300 hotend is advertised to be capable of printing at a mass flow rate of
0.32 kg/hr [20], [21]. When considering PLA’s density shown in Table 2.2, that equates to a
volumetric flow rate of 68.38 mm3/s. While the print parameters shown in Table 3.1 suggest a
volumetric flow rate of 60 mm3/s, PLA prints have been successfully printed at upwards of
150 mm/s resulting in a flow rate of 90 mm3/s or 0.42 kg/hr. To put this in perspective, 3D Platform
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provides a print time breakdown for a variety of prints comparing the HFE 300 hotend with popular
high-quality desktop 3D printer hotends such as E3D’s V6 and Volcano models. This data shows
that the HFE 300 hotend can complete a print on average 702% faster than the V6 and 310% faster
than the Volcano [21]. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the size of a hotend’s heat chamber significantly
effects its flow rate capabilities. A larger heat chamber would allow faster filament feed rates while
still maintaining the equivalent heat transfer time necessary to bring the thermoplastic up to
extrude temperatures. While increasing the heat chamber of a hotend typically increases flow rates,
it does so at the cost of increased oozing and reduced feed rate to flow rate responsiveness.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.1: Annotated images comparing the approximate lengths of the heat chambers within E3D’s V6 (a), E3D’s Volcano
(b), and 3D Platform’s HFE 300 (c) hotends. Images of the V6 and Volcano hotends were sourced from [70] and [71]
respectively with permission.

Oozing is the act of thermoplastic unintentionally flowing out of the hotend. This can create
stringing and/or blobs on the surface of the print during travel movements where the hotend is
moving to its next extrusion starting point. The act of oozing is inevitable; however, stringing,
blobs, and other imperfections caused by oozing can typically be avoided by adjusting retraction
settings within the print parameters of the slicer [72]–[74]. A Retraction is the act of reverse
extruding a short distance before the start of a travel movement. The theory is that by pulling back
the filament, negative pressure is formed in the heat chamber for a brief period. This then pulls
back the molten thermoplastic just enough such that oozing does not exit the nozzle before the
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hotend can reach the end of its travel movement. Ideally, the retraction distance and retraction
speed are set large enough to avoid stringing or blobs but not too large as to cause separation
between the solid and molten material contained within the heat chamber or introduce air pockets
into the heat chamber.
Desktop FFF printers typically have nozzles between 0.35 mm and 0.5 mm in diameter [7],
[57]. This, along with their relatively small heat chambers containing minimal molten plastic
weight, result in larger ooze resistance than that of large-scale hotends such as the HFE 300. While
retractions can typically solve oozing issues on desktop 3D printers, the large-scale of the HFE
300 hotend accelerates oozing to the point where additional print parameters must be considered.
To avoid stringing, retractions were enabled with a distance of 2.00 mm and a speed of
2800 mm/min. This allows enough backflow as to break the thermoplastic connection at the print
but is unable to prevent oozing from occurring during the travel movements. To prevent the ooze
from leaving blobs on the sides of the print, the Simplify3D feature labeled ‘avoid crossing outline
for travel movements’ was enabled with a detour factor of 3. This prevents the nozzle from
crossing the part perimeter if a travel path exists that is less than 300% the length of the default
linear travel movement. This does not stop oozing, but rather smears the leaking thermoplastic
across print layer. This then leads to issues where the hotend under-extrudes for a short period
after a travel movement due to the reduced volume of thermoplastic within the hotend. Due to the
oozed volume being relative to the travel movement, a few print parameters were modified. First,
the extra restart distance within the retraction settings was set to 0.10 mm. This will therefore result
in 2.10 mm of extruded filament at the start of each extrusion that follows a retraction, with the
extra 0.10 mm used to ensure the nozzle is primed. Additional print parameters include setting the
start point to ‘optimize start points for fastest printing speeds’ to minimize travel movements and
setting the ‘minimum travel for retraction’ to 4.00 mm to avoid excessive extrusions after short
travels.
Feed rate to flow rate responsiveness was also found to be negatively affected with
increasing heat chamber size. A 3D printer extrudes material by feeding filament into the hotend’s
heat chamber using a stepper motor. This filament then melts and is forced out through the nozzle
from the pressure created within the heat chamber. Due to this relationship between feed rate,
pressure, and extrusion rate, there exists a delay between a change in feed rate and a change in
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extrusion rate. This delay in response causes over and under extrusion for a short time whenever
there is a change in feed rate such as during accelerations and changes in extrusion width. This
effect is negligible for small hotends existing on desktop 3D printers but can be significant on
large-scale hotends due to the larger heat chamber volume requiring a greater amount of material
to raise or lower its pressure.
Reducing circumstances where feed rate is changed was found to significantly reduce
issues caused by poor responsiveness. In terms of acceleration, that means setting the highest
acceleration permissible to reduce slowdown time taken whenever the printer hotend changed
directions. This is, and was, defined directly into the RepRap firmware of the 3DP 300 printer. For
gap fills, that means setting the minimum and maximum printing widths under single extrusions
to 100%. This will tell the slicer to dismiss filling in small gaps within 100% infills if any variation
in extrusion width is required. Unlike Cura, Simplify3D did not have the option to adjust print
speeds for changes in extrusion widths as of writing this thesis. This feature would be ideal as it
allows fully printing a 100% infill layer without needing to change the feed rate. The only change
in feed rates which were deemed necessary where those caused by reducing the first layer print
speed to 50% to ensure good adhesion, perimeter speed to 50% to increase surface quality, and
100% infill print speed to 80% to reduce print disturbances caused by the nozzle-print impacts.
All other pressure changes result from oozing travel movements. As discussed earlier, travel
movement distances were minimized in the event where the print layer perimeter is not crossed.
In the situations where travel distance is increased to keep within the layer perimeter, the
retraction’s extra restart distance of 0.10 mm help to recover the heat chamber’s steady state
extrusion pressure.
3.2.3 Overall Mass
The last consideration in printing with the 3DP 300 printer is its overall mass. To get
accurate clean print surfaces, it is best to keep the moving weight to a minimum. Some desktop
printers with heavy moving components such as a linear actuated build surface can cause ringing.
Ringing, also known as ghosting, is the ripple effect seen on print surfaces where a sudden change
in direction occurs. This is typically caused by play within the mechanical system or induced
vibrations on the frame caused by sudden accelerations. Fixes typically include reducing print
speed, acceleration, and ensuring a sturdy frame [75], [76].
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Obviously, the moving mass of a large-scale printer will weigh more than a typical desktop
sized printer. When considering that the 3DP 300’s overall weight is approximately 246 kg [20],
[21], the mass being accelerated and decelerated during the printing process can be significantly
large. Most desktop 3D printers use stepper motors to drive the printer’s movement [57], which
are capable of providing large amounts of torque at slow rotational speeds. However, 3D Platform
uses their SurePrint servo motors [20], [21]. This technology improved over their previous stepper
motor system by increasing print speed and accuracy through the use of StepServoTM closed loop
stepper technology [77]. Benefits include 50% faster print times due to an 85% increase in torque,
and 50% less heat and 67% less power consumption due to better power management from the
closed-loop system [78]–[80]. Even with this superior technology, rippling still occurs regularly
due to the large mass of the HFE 300 extruders and the long aluminum rails they translate on.
Ringing is likely created by a mixture of two sources. The first source is frame deflections.
With the larger spans required in large-scale 3D printers, small material deflections or mechanical
clearances are amplified considerably at the nozzle. This can include elastic deformation in the
aluminum extrusions, clearances in various bearings, lead screw whip, etc. Under sharp
accelerations, these deflections/clearances can jostle back and forth causing ringing. The other
source is likely the SurePrint motors themselves. In addition to the greater torque, fast print speeds
are permissible due to the increase screw lead of 25 mm [81]. When considering that a typical
stepper motor has 200 steps per revolution, we can expect a resolution of 0.125 mm in the x and y
axes. The stated layer resolution of the 3DP 300 printer is 50 μm [20], [21], which can be explained
through the use of half stepping. While half-stepping doubles the resolution, it comes at a cost of
reduced holding torque. A 3DP manual for an earlier printer also having SurePrint motors stated
that a resolution of 100 μm was achievable with a finely tuned printer equipped with a smaller
extruder and a 0.4 mm nozzle [82]. Considering that the HFE 300 hotend weights significantly
more than the Volcano, carries a water-cooled loop, and uses stock acceleration settings from 3DP;
the resolution obtained on the 3DP 300 printer is likely significantly less. In this case, the resolution
is limited by the SurePrint motor’s ability to redirect the large mass during printing and not by the
physical step limitation of the system. Sharp accelerations/decelerations would therefore result in
dimensional inaccuracies in the form of ringing.
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Little can be done in print parameters to minimize ringing other than reducing print speed
and accelerations. As mentioned earlier, reducing accelerations result in other issues caused by
oozing. Reducing speed could be considered with a larger nozzle to keep the benefits of large flow
rates; however, the 1 mm nozzle was the largest available for this demonstration. While tinkering
with the accelerations or any PID systems utilized by the closed-loop SurePrint steppers could be
beneficial, it was not attempted due to lack of experience and knowledge on the subject.
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CHAPTER 4. PRODUCT CREATION
The chair’s G-code was created using Simplify3D 4.1.2 [58] with the CAD model created
in chapter 2.2 and print parameters discussed in chapter 3.2. The dimensional parameters involving
the internal geometry discussed in chapter 2.3 were implemented using Simplify3D’s processes
feature. This feature provides the ability to divide the print layers into multiple processes in which
the print parameters of each process can be individually assigned. Using this, 5 processes were
created to represent the Rail Fill Widths, Center Fill Width, and 10% infill hollow sections. These
processes are illustrated in Figure 4.1 using Simplify3D’s G-code graphical interface. The
processes labeled Right Rail Fill Width, Center Fill Width, and Left Rail Fill Width were defined
with 100% infill and the processes labeled Right Hollow and Left Hollow were defined with 10%
infill. Also included in Figure 4.1 is the estimated print time and material usage provided by
Simplify3D.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.1: Images displaying Simplify3D’s visual G-code print representation and estimated print time and material
requirements for the cantilever chair (a) and the braced-cantilever chair (b) designs.

Although the braced-cantilever chair model uses nearly 0.5 kg less PLA compared to the
cantilever chair model, its print time is over an hour longer. A deeper analysis reveals that the
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average mass flow rate is 0.193 kg/h and 0.174 kg/h for the cantilever and braced-cantilever chair
designs, respectively. The overall slower flow rate of the braced-cantilever chair is likely caused
by interactions between the print parameters and the chair’s geometrical differences. The
cantilever chair has more layers consisting off 100% infill while the braced-cantilever chair has
more perimeter lengths due to its brace. With the print parameters discussed in chapter 3.2.2, the
print speed of 100% infills and perimeters were set to 80% and 50% of the defaulted print speed
respectively. This results in the braced-cantilever chair having an overall lower flow rate compared
to the cantilever chair design. Additionally, the internal perimeter existing on every print layer of
the braced-cantilever model results in an additional travel movement where the hotend transfers to
the internal perimeter after completing the external perimeter. These relative reductions in print
speed cause the braced-cantilever chair to have a longer print time than the cantilever chair even
though it requires less material. Regardless of the 3.64% increase in print time, the bracedcantilever chair design was chosen to be printed due to its lower material and fatigue requirements.
Approximately fifteen hours after commencing the print on the 3DP 300 printer, the
process was aborted due to adhesion failure. This failure was estimated to occur 4 hours into the
print. It became clear that factors other than print parameters must also be considered to
successfully print large-scale objects. These factors include adhesion, warping, and filament
storage. The following subchapters go through how each of these concerns were realized, the
actions taken, and the results after implementation.

4.1 Adhesion
It is common for desktop FFF printers to print PLA to bare glass or aluminum with good
adhesion performance [62]. Originally, printing PLA directly onto the glass print bed was
sufficient thanks to the precautions and print parameters discussed in chapter 3.2.1. However, the
first attempt at printing the chair showed that additional adhesion strength is required for largescale prints which approach the 3DP 300’s dimensional build surface limits. Additionally, shortly
after the chair print failed, glass chipping occurred in which several large chunks of glass roughly
the size of an individual’s thumb were pulled up from the build surface during removal of several
large surface area parts. This chipping is believed to occur from the sudden release of shear stress
during print removal and may become more probable as glass ages from heat cycling. Strong
adhesion performance between glass and PLA have been shown to cause glass chipping in desktop
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3D printers as well [63], with the probability rate being constantly debated amongst the 3D printing
community.
Therefore, an experiment was designed and performed to determine an appropriate
adhesive substance in which solved both the adhesive and chipping issues. The ideal adhesive
would improve the adhesion between PLA and glass when the build surface is held at print
temperature but provide little to no adhesion once the build surface cools to room temperature.
This would both keep the chair adhered when printing and release the chair once cooled to prevent
chipping.
4.1.1 Adhesion Considerations
There are many different methods used through the 3D printing community to improve
adhesive performance for a variety of materials. Solutions such as blue painters’ tape, Kapton tape,
white glue stick, hairspray, and sugar water are popular solutions [7], [20], [83]. Due to the 3DP
300’s build surface being fixed to the printer and relatively large, economic adhesion methods
focusing on fast and easy application were desired. Therefore, three substances were tested for
their PLA-glass adhesive performance, those being hairspray, sugar water, and salt water. The
Aqua Net® Unscented Extra Super Hold hairspray [84] was chosen due to its preference throughout
the

3D

printing

community

[20],

[83];

however,

any

hairspray

containing

both

VA/Crotonates/Vinyl Neodecanoate Copolymer and Acrylates Copolymer should perform
similarly [85]. Sugar water and salt water were considered primarily for their cheap value and easy
accessibility with sugar water being another preference throughout the 3D printing community for
PLA [83], [86], and salt water being displayed to have excellent holding and releasing properties
in a document created by a 3D printing enthusiast [87]. For this experiment, Redpath® Sugar Ltd
granulated sugar [88] and Windsor® Salt Ltd. iodized table salt [89] were used specifically due to
their availability.
While application of hairspray is simply point and spray, that of salt water and sugar water
were more complex. First, the concentrations of each substance were determined. Several test
concentrations of sugar and saltwater were created using a 25 mL pipet, a gram scale, and tap
water. These concentrations were then applied to the glass print bed while heated to 60 °C using a
piece of paper towel by continuously wiping in 0 and 90° directions until all water had evaporated.
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This process allowed for an even distribution while preventing the substances from drying in large
droplets on the glass surface.
Sugar water was initially tested at 100 g/L as that was what had been previously used for
desktop 3D printers in the department. 200 g/L was also attempted to see the effects of sugar
concentration. When properly applied, the sugar water leaves behind a hard-rough coating that
does not feel sticky when brushed lightly with your fingers. Both test results are illustrated in
Figure 4.2. Although one is double the concentration of the other, there was no significant
difference between the two coatings other than the time required before all water had evaporated.
The 100 g/L concentration was chosen due to the additional time it provides when being applied
evenly across the large build surface.

Figure 4.2: Image displaying sugar water application tests using 200 g/L and 100 g/L concentrations.

As described by [87], the salt water coating should leave a very fine mist of salt that is
nearly invisible to the unbeknown eye. To obtain this coating, salt water was initially tested at 200
g/L but was sequentially lowered to 100, 60, 20, and 10 g/L. The results of these concentrations
can be seen in Figure 4.3, from which the saltwater concentration of 10 g/L was deemed acceptable
to use.
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Figure 4.3: Image displaying saltwater application tests using 200 g/L, 100 g/L, 60 g/L, 20 g/L, and 10 g/L concentrations.

4.1.2 Adhesion Experimental Design
To test the relative adhesive performance of each substance, a simple cantilever tower
design was created. This design consists of printing a rectangular tower in which a rod is fed
through two holes located at the top. This rod serves to hold calibration weights on its furthest end
in which the maximum weight applied before the 3d printed part releases from the build surface
was recorded.
All tower dimensions are illustrated in Figure 4.4, with orthogonal drawings displayed in
Appendix B. The 25 mm base was chosen as it seemed appropriate when considering the typical
size of objects printed and the amount of material that would be consumed. The 5 mm radii along
the vertical edges were applied to reduce warpage, and the rod was placed 180 mm above the print
bed to allow two calibration weights to hang in series. Thanks to the insignificant force magnitude
being applied to the tower, it was printed with a single wall thickness of 1 mm to both minimize
strains caused by warping and minimize print material.
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Figure 4.4: Annotated illustrations displaying the adhesion test tower dimensions and features.

An important feature of the tower design is the offset diamond holes seen in Figure 4.4
which allows the rod to be inserted into each tower without disturbing the print. This is possible
due to the clearances achieved when inserting the rod at a downward angle. Adding the weights
after the rod has been positioned then levels the rod horizontally due to the supporting surfaces on
the two holes.
To avoid any potential build surface temperature inconsistencies, the towers were printed
with the cooling fans disabled. This then presents the issue of warping due to inadequate cooling
between each print layer. To avoid this, the towers were printed in sets of six, layer by layer, such
that each tower layer was given a short time to cool naturally while the layer was sequentially
completed on the other towers.
4.1.3 Adhesion Experimental Procedure
Four tests were completed: one for clean glass, hairspray, sugar water, and salt water.
Before each test, the glass build surface was thoroughly washed using tap water and a dish cloth.
Additionally, the printer completed a mesh based auto leveling sequence while the print bed was
heated to ensure each test had equivalent first layer squish. Just before starting the print, the
adhesive layer was evenly applied to the print bed. In the case of the salt and sugar water, the
chosen concentrations were sprayed over the surface using a herbicide sprayer before being
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repeatedly wiped with a paper towel in a similar manner to the concentration tests completed in
chapter 4.1.1.
Once prepared, six towers were printed at once with adequate distance between them as
illustrated in Figure 4.5a. The ending G-code for the print had been altered such that the build
surface temperature remained at 60 °C after the print was completed. At that point, the front three
towers were each tested by inserting the rod and adding weight to the end in 50 g increments. This
test is illustrated in Figure 4.5b, in which twenty seconds were allowed to pass between each
incremental weight increase. Caution was taken to ensure each test placed the weights at equal
distances from the tower. This was accomplished by placing tape on the pole to indicate how far
the pole is set into the tower and the exact placement to hang the weights. As this is purely a
relative test, the exact distance magnitude was not important. After the max weight for the first
three towers were recorded, the heated build surface was disabled and allowed to cool to 25 °C
before the process was repeated for the last three towers. This process was repeated for each
adhesive being tested, including bare glass.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5: Images displaying the completed 6 adhesion test tower print (a) and an adhesion test tower undergoing the
adhesion test procedure (b) for clean glass.

4.1.4 Adhesion Results
The results can be seen the Table 4.1. From the data, Test 3’s magnitude for glass would
likely be much closer to the previous two tests due to the weights used on the Test 2 dropping and
rattling on the glass close to the third test tower. This rattle likely released some of the part from
the glass resulting in the considerably lower score of 150 g compared to the previous 600 g and
550 g. Also, many of the towers released from the print surface with a slight touch when the build
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surface had cooled to 25 °C, typically occurring while positioning the pole on to the tower. While
these towers were not fully released when the test procedure initiated, they required much less
force than the 50 g weight and were therefore given a half score of 25 g. Those that remained
adhered until the 50 g weight was placed were given the full score of 50 g while those that were
fully released initially were given a score of 0.
Table 4.1: Bed adhesion test results for glass, hairspray, sugar water, and salt water at 60 °C and 25 °C print bed
temperatures.

Glass

Hairspray

Sugar Water

Salt Water

60 °C

25 °C

60 °C

25 °C

60 °C

25 °C

60 °C

25 °C

Test 1:

600 g

25 g

750 g

25 g

850 g

0g

600 g

25 g

Test 2:

550 g

50 g

750 g

100 g

1050 g

25 g

900 g

25 g

Test 3:

150 g

25 g

750 g

0g

900 g

25 g

450 g

50 g

The average weight magnitudes for each adhesive and their standard deviations are clearly
shown in Figure 4.6, in which the standard deviations were determined using the STDEV.P
function within Excel® [90]. From this we can see that all adhesives performed better than glass,
even if Test 3 for glass was excluded. Hairspray performed well and had excellent repeatability,
likely due to the ease in which an even layer can be applied from the compressed air can. Sugar
water performed the best of the three with slight variation while salt water performed the worse
due to its significant fluctuation. This variation is likely due to the difficulty in spreading an even
layer of salt mist over the large build surface. While salt water did achieve 900 g score on Test 2,
the specific conditions in which the salt must be applied is unpractical for the large build surface
area. Not only did sugar water perform the best while the build surface was heated, it also
performed the best once the build surface had cooled to room temperature. Sugar water had the
most promising 25 °C print bed temperature results in that prints would release from the print bed
freely while hairspray performed the worst by keeping them adhered the most.
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Figure 4.6: Bar graph displaying the adhesion test results for glass, hairspray, sugar water, and salt water at 60 °C and 25 °C
print bed temperatures.

Of the three adhesives tested, sugar water was deemed the better choice for PLA prints on
a glass surface. Sugar water was shown to outperform the others not only in its PLA print adhesive
performance, but also its ability to release the print from the glass build surface when cooled to
room temperature.
4.1.5 Adhesion Implementation
Printing of the braced-cantilever chair on the 3DP 300 printer was attempted again, this
time using sugar water to increase the adhesion performance between PLA and the glass build
surface. Additionally, the brim was substantially increased to obtain greater surface contact. This
time, the print completed successfully; however, the surface quality was far from ideal.
As seen in Figure 4.7, the brim struggled to hold the chair down during printing. In
Figure 4.7a, The brim broke from the edge of the print allowing it to gradually warp upwards
causing over-extruded layers. Similar over-extruded layers are seen in Figure 4.7b but instead of
the brim breaking, it gradually lifted off the print surface. This layering pattern is seen all over the
chair. Due to typical 3D printers operating blind, simply performing as the G-code directs them,
the printer cannot adjust for smaller layer heights in instances where the print warps towards the
nozzle. This causes the printer to extrude for the full layer height even if print’s previous layer is
pressed flush against the nozzle, therefore causing inconsistent layers on the print surface.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7: Annotated images of the braced-cantilever chair’s adhesion performance with the use of sugar water and a large
brim width with (a) displaying the front seating radius and (b) showing the rear floor lip.

Warping of the chair was considered before the print was commenced. To help prevent
print failure in the instance where the chair was to warp, the secondary hotend was set to a
temperature of 230 °C. This was done to reduce the physical impacts between the secondary nozzle
and the print by allowing the nozzle to melt through the PLA. While this seemed to have worked,
it left blobs on the part surface as shown in Figure 4.8. Blobbing is a common occurrence with
extruder oozing, but in this case, it was caused by the second nozzle picking up molten PLA and
depositing it whenever it crossed the chair layer’s perimeter.
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(b)
(a)
Figure 4.8: Annotated images of the blobbing effect caused by having the secondary hotend at 230 °C during printing of the
braced-cantilever chair in which (a) is at the outer upper brace surface and (b) is at the inner lower brace surface.

The final print surface imperfection observed was severe ringing occurring on the back rest
illustrated in Figure 4.9. As discussed in chapter 3.2.3, ringing is typically caused by acceleration
induced vibrations in the frame and/or drive system. The ringing on the chair can be seen to start
approximately where the first signs of warpage occurs and grows exponentially as the print
becomes taller. This observation seems to suggest that the chair started oscillating with respect to
the printer once the brim failed to keep the backrest secured against the build surface. The 3DP
300’s frame visually oscillates upon its workbench during printing due to the forces involved in
accelerating the relatively heavy HFE 300 extruders. However, ringing does not occur to this
extent on prints that are securely held by the build surface. With the brim lifting and allowing
movement, the backrest can oscillate out of sync with the printer thereby causing the observed
ringing. It is unclear how much of the exponential ringing growth could be avoided with the
absence of warpage. It is highly probable that ringing will still occur due the compromise in both
frame and chair rigidity as the printing height increases. However, the overall effect is likely much
lower when the chair is held securely throughout the print process and no forces are exerted directly
by the nozzle.
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Figure 4.9: Annotated image of the ringing effect occurring on the front surface of the back rest during printing of the bracedcantilever chair.

4.2 Warping
While the second attempt printed successfully, there exists severe warping issues that not
only cause surface imperfections but also reduce print repeatability and reliability. Warping occurs
due to similar reasons discussed in chapter 3.2.1, in which the layered thermoplastic introduces
shear stress as it cools and shrinks. While a heated build surface ensures uniform temperatures on
the first few layers, later layers are free to cool and will therefore create a temperature gradient.
This un-uniform cooling creates internal stresses that cause the print to deform and curl upwards
resulting in the effects seen previously with the chair print [91].
Common warp fixes use the brute force method in which adhesion is increased between
the print and the build surface. These included methods discussed in chapters 3.2.1 and 4.1.1 such
as using a heated build platform, brims, and adhesives. More direct warp fixes include printing
within an enclosure [65], [92]. An enclosure helps by preventing ambient air currents from
excessively cooling the print, maintaining a stable printing environment, and keeping warmth
within the print proximity. For better results, a heated enclosure can be utilized [9], [93]. Having
a heated enclosure allows the print environment to be maintained just below the glass transition
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temperature of the print material. In doing this, the material cools just enough to solidify and is
held there until the print is completed where it is then allowed to cool uniformly therefore limiting
any internal stresses from distorting the print.
3D Platform does sell a compatible enclosure for the 3DP 300 printers. This enclosure is
advertised to maintain an internal temperature of 40 °C with 80 °C being achievable when a forced
air heater is included [94]. Due to economic limitations, an enclosure was created with inspiration
from the 3DP enclosure. Other than retaining heat, several factors such as adaptability and
accessibility were considered during its design.
4.2.1 Enclosure Adaptability
The 3DP 300 printer manual states that the environmental temperature should not exceed
32 °C [20]. Although an enclosure can be purchased through 3D Platform that is capable of 80 °C
[94], it is unknown if parts of the printer must be replaced before it is capable of operating at those
temperatures. Therefore, the enclosure was designed with the intention of fitting a heater later if it
was required. Another potential modification includes an air purifying or vent system such that
thermoplastics which generate harmful fumes could be printed safely. To avoid restrictions in
future adaptability, the 3DP 300 printer enclosure was built from T-slot aluminum extrusions and
twin-wall polycarbonate panels.
T-slot aluminum extrusions offer extensive design flexibility and customization at
affordable prices without requiring manufacturing skillsets or complex machinery. These T-slot
systems not only provide a variety of extrusion sizes for different strength requirements, but also
include a vast library of compatible parts such as casters, hinges, brackets, linear motion methods,
etc. Providers such as 80/20® Inc. [95] and McMaster-Carr® [96] provide CAD models of all their
available extrusions and parts allowing anyone to virtually build their project and order the exact
quantity of parts and extrusion lengths required. This allowed the design of multiple enclosure
iterations such that the end design would fit the 3DP 300 with confidence and include the desired
features. Specifically, 80/20’s 15 series extrusions were used for the enclosure’s design due to its
appropriate strength and abundance of compatible parts.
Multi-walled polycarbonate panels are commonly used in greenhouses, sunroofs, and
awnings due to their durability and translucency. These panels provide multiple benefits that make
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them an obvious choice for the 3DP 300 enclosure. Their bulk use in industry and private sectors
enable a few large sheets to be purchased at affordable prices in which they can easily be cut to
shape using a utility knife. They are strong and light weight such that they can handle bumps and
jabs while limiting the overall weight of the enclosure. Their hollow geometry presents insulative
properties such that they can keep heat within the enclosure while being mechanically stable at
temperatures up to 120 °C [97]. Lastly, they are transparent enough to spot when a print has gone
awry, therefore allowing print checkups without breaking the insulative seal. Specifically, EcoFort
Innovation Corp®’s [98] clear 8 mm thick twinwall polycarbonate sheets were used in the
enclosure’s design. These panels provided the additional benefit of fitting snuggly within the
80/20’s 15 series T-slot profile therefore reducing the need for additional fasteners.
4.2.2 Enclosure Accessibility
The final enclosure iteration is shown in Figure 4.10, with orthogonal drawings displaying
overall dimension seen in Appendix B. Due to the z-axis of the 3DP 300 printer raising, lowering,
and traversing with the hotend, the bottom of the enclosure must be left open. Therefore, the sides
are extended below the build surface to be level with the work bench in which the printer sits on.
The sides were not lowered further due to the placement of the water cooling controls, filament
sensors, and drawers; however, a workaround could be implemented later if required. Other than
compatibility, accessibility was a big concern when designing the enclosure. Two different
accessibility requirements were desired, one for quick build surface access for typical use and one
for full printer access in situations where maintenance or part replacements are performed.
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Figure 4.10: Annotated illustration of the custom designed 3DP 300 enclosure’s SOLIDWORKS CAD model.

The enclosure features involved with the build surface access door are illustrated in
Figure 4.11. This access door is meant for everyday use in which the user would prepare the build
surface and remove the finished print. Three main factors were considered for its design; those
being its un-limiting access, ease of access, and ability to seal. To provide the least restriction, the
door was designed to span the entire width of the enclosure and reveal an opening that is
1.98 (6.5 ft) high from the ground. This grants most people the ability to comfortably enter the
enclosure with minimal hassle. To allow the door to be easily removed and installed, four bolts
spaced evenly along the header rail act as hanger pins. With corresponding holes along the top of
the door panel, the lightweight twinwall polycarbonate panel door is easily lifted over the pins
using the installed handles. Lastly, to ensure a seal is created along the enclosure frame, 12 magnet
latches are installed around the inner frame perimeter. Once the door is hung over the pins, a slight
press connects the metal plates installed on the door with the magnet catches installed on the frame.
The magnets keep the door pressed firmly against the frame therefore limiting air from escaping
the enclosure.
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Figure 4.11: Annotated illustrations of the 3DP 300 printer’s custom enclosure’s build surface access door design.

The enclosure features involved with full printer access is illustrated in Figure 4.12. This
access point is meant for printer repair or maintenance in which greater access is required than that
which the build surface door can provide. Other than keeping the enclosure sealed, the primary
factor was the ability to remove the enclosure from the printer within reasonable effort. This was
enabled by having the front side of the enclosure frame fully open with 45° braces in the upper
corners for structural support. With the front side consisting of only panels, the enclosure can be
removed in two steps. First, the front panel is unbolted from the frame. These bolts help keep the
panels flush against the enclosure frame to limit air leaks. The panel mounts in which the bolts
screw into can be sunk back from the frame face if additional panel-frame force is required to hold
an air seal. Once removed, the enclosure can then be pulled backwards using the handles at the
rear. Unlike the workbench in which the printer sits on, the enclosure can be moved with precision
due to the mixture of fixed and pivot casters with the pivot casters being at the rear closest to the
handles.
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Figure 4.12: Annotated illustrations of the 3DP 300’s custom enclosure’s printer access design.

4.2.3 Enclosure Implementation
Thanks to the ability to fully design the 3DP 300 enclosure virtually before proceeding, the
enclosure was completed without any issues using little more than a hex key set and a utility knife.
The completed enclosure can be seen in Figure 4.13. A brief test showed that the enclosure air
temperature rose from the ambient temperature of 23 °C to 31 °C after the print bed was left at
60 °C for 15 minutes. This differential is expected to increase when the HFE 300 hotend is active
at 205 °C during PLA printing. Furthermore, the environment within the enclosure felt
uncomfortably stagnant compared to the surrounding environment. This is promising as the still
air means no outside drafts that would disrupt temperatures during the printing process.
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Figure 4.13: Annotated image of the custom built 3DP 300 enclosure.

Further testing could not be completed due to university procedures taken with regards to
the COVID-19 pandemic. However, shortly after the enclosure was completed, a print caused the
borosilicate glass build surface to crack into multiple pieces. While the glass sheet had several
thumb-sized chips on its underside, these defects did not present any issues before the enclosure
was situated. Other than a coincidence, it is hypothesized that the stable environment created by
the enclosure increased the adhesion between the glass and the PLA. This increased adhesion then
resulted in irregular shear strengths as the print cooled to enclosure temperatures. Considering that
a scratch can reduce the strength of borosilicate glass by as much as 50% [99], this increased shear
stress was likely too much for the damaged glass sheet to handle. Further tests will need to be
completed to understand the effects the enclosure may have on an uncompromised borosilicate
glass build surface and if a heated enclosure is necessary for both build surface health and quality
warp-free prints.

4.3 Filament Storage
Since the purchase of the 3DP 300 printer over a year earlier, 10 kg spools of EcoTough
PLA filament were placed on the designated rear rack exposed to the ambient environment. These
10 kg spools typically lasted 2-7 months depending on the prints requested throughout the
university department. During the 3DP 300 enclosure conception, the PLA filament was found to
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become brittle to the point of snapping when pulled off the spool. This brittle behavior then
disappeared after a print had been completed, with no clear indication on what had initially caused
it. This led into an investigation into filament degradation in which filament storage was
discovered to be important for print appearance and strength.
Most, if not all, FFF filaments are hydroscopic meaning they absorb moisture from the
ambient air [100], [101]. The rate, amount, and ability to absorb moisture in certain environments
is unique for each material with highly hydroscopic filaments such as Nylon, PETG, PVA, and
flexible thermoplastic polymers capable of becoming saturated within minutes or hours [100]–
[102]. While also hydroscopic, PLA filaments are much less susceptible with saturation occurring
in days or months [7], [101]. The water molecules absorbed by filaments then evaporate during
the 3D printing extrusion process creating voids or air bubbles within the print. These voids
significantly reduce the print’s tensile strength and surface quality [100]–[104]. Chemical engineer
and 3D print enthusiast [105] has stated that most plastics absorbed 1% water by weight in open
air and behave optimally during melt processes at 0.1-0.2% w/w. With pure PLA being shown to
become saturated at 1% w/w within 4 to 15 days by [106], [107], it becomes clear that moisture
absorption by PLA could become problematic if precautions are not taken.
In addition to printability, the presence of moisture in PLA also causes the rate of
hydrolysis to increase. This process involves the breaking of polymer chains caused by the
attachment of water molecules to polymer molecules [100], [103], and is the primary cause of PLA
degradation [40], [48]. The tensile strength of PLA has been shown by [48] to be highly sensitive
to hydrolysis degradation, with [106] showing a 33% reduction in dried PLA tensile strength after
being submerged in water for 30 days. PLA degradation by hydrolysis therefore explains the
common symptom of brittle PLA filament due to inadequate filament storage [101], [103], [108].
This brittleness has been further stated by [109] to commonly occur on the outer most filament roll
layers due to exposure to the humid environment which would explain why the PLA filament was
no longer brittle after the completion of a print.
Since air bubbles had never occurred in any prints completed on the 3DP 300 printer thus
far, it is believed that the PLA filament was not continuously saturated. Instead, the accelerated
degradation of the PLA filament is believed to be caused by unstable humidity levels. Not only is
the 3DP 300 printer situated in an older building, but various experiments and machinery which
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contain water utilize the same lab space. It is believed that oscillations in humidity created
oscillations in PLA moisture levels. These oscillations may have allowed hydrolysis to progress
periodically within the PLA filament. To prevent this issue from reducing the repeatability of
prints, a storage solution was considered.
4.3.1 Filament Storage
The recommended humidity levels for filament storage is argued extensively throughout
the 3D printing community; however, it is commonly agreed that relative humidity levels above
50% is too high for PLA [105], [108], [110]. Agreeable safe levels for PLA seem to be around
20% [101], [110], with 10-15% recommended as generically safe for all filament materials [103],
[104]. PLA should last over a year with no noticeable degradation when stored correctly, but can
become unusable in less than 2 months if left exposed to the environment [103].
The storage of FFF filament is simply any method in which prevents ambient humidity
from being absorbed by the filament. Common recommendations include placing filament into
airtight containers or resealable bags [7], [20], [101], [108], [111]. The use of rechargeable
desiccant is also highly recommended to absorb any moisture seeping into the container/bag and
keep the relative humidity low [100], [104], [105], [109], [111], [112]. While there are filament
specific storage options available in the market [111], do it yourself (DIY) solutions are commonly
used. These DIY solutions include humidity controlled storage bins [113] and direct feed dry boxes
[114].
A DIY solution was required for the large 40 cm diameter, 16 cm width, 10 kg PLA rolls
currently used by the 3DP 300 printer. Ideally, the storage solution would be airtight to keep stable
humidity levels, be transparent to see filament levels and desiccant color, and fit one or two
filament rolls without too much empty space. Finding a suitable container proved to be difficult;
however, pet food containers appeared to be a valid solution. These airtight containers are built to
keep dog, cat, and bird dry food fresh. Large size variants are typically thin tall containers with
good depth for housing 45 lb. dog food bags. Not only could this hold a large filament spool, but
they also commonly have wheels and large lids which would allow easy maneuvering and spool
replacement. With a bit of DIY by printing a spool holding mechanism, creating a filament exit
hole, installing a hygrometer, and layering the bottom with color changing rechargeable desiccant;
this solution should work perfectly for the 3DP 300 printer. Additionally, a Bowden tube or PTFE
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tube, could be run between the dry box and the HEF 300’s extruder to reduce the moisture absorbed
by the filament while inactive or during printing.
While the various items required to build the DIY 10 kg roll dry box were ordered, the
items did not arrive before the university lockdown procedure was initiated due to safety concerns
regarding the COVID-19 pandemic. This solution will be situated in the future but no pictures or
experimental data proving its functionality is available at the time of writing this thesis.
4.3.2 Filament Drying Options
Due to the hydrolysis breakdown of PLA and potentially other plastics, care should be
taken to store FFF filaments in consistent low humidity environments. However, there may come
times where saturated filament needs to be dried, either to become suitable for storage or for
increased printability of highly hydroscopic materials.
The two most common drying methods used throughout the 3D printing community are
food dehydrators and convection ovens [100], [101], [105], [109]. While there are existing
products available for small filament rolls [103], they are essentially food dehydrators with
increased convince for use with filament spool. DIY solutions also exist [115] but a household
oven is typically used instead. These drying methods operate the same way; by increasing the
temperature of air such that the air’s relative humidity drops and absorbs moisture from the
filament. Therefore, the temperatures are set as high as possible to achieve the lowest relative
humidity to both increase the moisture removal rate and amount. The only limitation is the glass
transition temperature of the plastics being dried. If the glass transition temperature is reached or
surpassed, the filament will deform and become incompatible with FFF 3D printing systems.
The oven or dehumidifier temperature required to dry PLA is unanimously recommended
as 45 °C throughout the 3D printing community; however, the drying time is stated anywhere from
2 to 12 hours [100], [101], [109]. Using these unconventional sources can become risky, especially
for PLA due to its relatively low glass transition temperature. The heat can be unstable or produce
hotspots within the drying chamber causing momentary temperature spikes within the filament
[100], [101]. Due to these risks, it is typically recommended to perform short incremental drying
periods for rolls larger than 2 kg in size [101]. Additionally, repeated drying, excessive drying
times, and temperatures above 50 °C have been known to increase PLA degradation [101], [112].
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Vacuum drying is an intriguing option for drying filament. By reducing the ambient air
pressure to around 3kPa absolute or 30 mbar, water will boil at ambient room temperatures [116].
This type of drying is used extensively in the food industry, in which 30-50 mbar pressures are
typically used [117]. While some say heat is required to separate the water molecules from the
polymer chains [103], others have stated that PLA dries well when left in a dry environment such
as a dry box with desiccant [105], [118]. Vacuum drying of filament has been attempted by various
3D printing enthusiast previously with mixed results. Individuals sharing poor results typically had
weak vacuum pressures [118], or turn the vacuum pump off at desired pressures [119]. One 3D
printing enthusiast has shared promising results for vacuum drying filament. They kept a vacuum
pump running for 30 hours providing a consistently high vacuum and stated that the level of
dryness obtained was greater than using an oven [120]. They stated that the moisture would be
absorbed by the vacuum pump oil in which they would drain, freeze, and filter to remove the water
and increase the lifespan of the oil. While the vacuum process appears slower than heat related
drying methods, there is little to no risk in melting, deforming, or degrading the filament. This
makes it an optimal drying method for the university laboratory where otherwise uninformed or
unfamiliar individuals could use the drying system with little to no risk to their material.
To increase the drying rate of vacuum drying, heat could be introduced into the system to
prevent temperatures from dropping during the endothermic evaporation process. Due to the
vacuum environment, heat transmission is limited to conduction and radiation. For conduction
heating, heat pads could be wrapped around the vacuum chamber. The disadvantage to conduction
heating is that heat is transfixed through surface contact therefore producing ununiform
temperatures and limited heat transfer through insulative materials. As for radiant heating, there is
infrared and microwave. Infrared heating could be accomplished by directing an infrared heater
through a vacuum chamber surface consisting of an infrared transparent material. Radiant heating
could also be applied from the vacuum chamber walls by coloring them black and applying heat
through the exterior surface. The disadvantage to infrared radiant heating is similar to conduction
in that the energy is absorbed by the impeding surfaces. For filament rolls, this means the outer
layers are directly heated while the inner surfaces receive heat through its own conduction. The
microwave radiant heating method is the most challenging to implement but also provides ideal
heating. Microwaves could penetrate surfaces increasing water molecule temperatures directly.
This has been attempted in the food industry in which drying times were reduced by over 120
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times [117]. The disadvantage to this heating method is that any substances containing metal would
cause problems.
A DIY vacuum drying system could be created for use with 10 kg filament rolls. Oil
vacuum systems capable of achieving the vacuum pressures required for vacuum drying is
commonly found online for economical prices. The difficulty lies in finding an economic solution
for the large vacuum chamber required for the large-scale filament rolls. An option includes
purchasing a heavy-duty stock pot and a thick acrylic plate for a lid. Further development on this
subject had been halted due to university shutdown procedures taken due to safety concerns
regarding the COVID-19 pandemic.
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CHAPTER 5. PRODUCT OPTIMIZATION
Other than surface imperfections, the chair’s overall geometry printed successfully after
print adhesion was increased with the use of sugar water. Several images of the printed chair
presented next to a similar tube style chair are shown in Figure 5.1. When held in front of a bright
light source, the 10% rectilinear infill can be seen between the Center Fill Width and Rail Fill
Width sections. While the chair was not loaded to failure, it felt sturdy enough to hold up to the
124.74 kg (275 lb.) force defined in the FEA analysis. Desktop printer parts containing low infill
percentages typically crackle when under load; however, a 77.11 kg (170 lb.) individual was able
to sit, bounce, and lean on the chair without a sound.

Figure 5.1: Images of the successfully printed PLA braced-cantilever chair alongside a visually similar tube style chair.

Once print repeatability is obtained by utilizing the enclosure and filament storage system
discussed in the previous chapter, there are several areas in which should be further studied.
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Subjects such as printer scale, print parameters, and print material could be optimized for strength,
speed, and/or surface quality. While there exists many studies comparing print parameters and
specifications with print strength, most are completed on smaller scale desktop FFF printers. The
general trend concluded from these studies is expected to be similar for large-scale FFF printers;
however, quantitative results cannot be compared due to the unique mechanical properties
produced by each 3D printer [54], [121]. Additional studies utilizing a large-scale FFF printer
would need to be completed to confirm trends and obtain quantitative results.

5.1 Effects of Printer Scale
The primary benefit of increasing printer scale is reduced print times. By utilizing larger
extrusion widths and layer heights at similar print speeds, the flow rate is increased therefore
allowing the print to be completed faster. There are two limiting factors for increasing flow rates,
hotend size and nozzle size. The hotend size becomes a limiting factor due to its finite ability to
achieve high flow rates. As discussed in chapter 3.2.2, larger hotends allow adequate heat transfer
time to sufficiently melt the thermoplastic during higher material feed rates. Once the hotend
becomes capable of high flow rates, a large nozzle diameter is required to enable larger extrusion
widths and layer heights. While higher flow rates could be achieved through faster print speeds,
this can negatively affect the bonding between extrusions resulting in reduced tensile strength [55].
Higher print speeds can also cause print surface issues like those described in chapter 3.2.3. When
considering these concerns, it is safest to increase nozzle size over print speed when increased flow
rates are desired.
Although most sources seem to unify nozzle diameter and extrusion width, the print
parameters listed in Table 3.1 that were used in the creation of the braced-cantilever chair show
the extrusion width being 120% of the nozzle diameter. This increased width is recommended by
Simplify3D to account for thermoplastic expanding when exiting the nozzle [122]. While no
literature was found discussing the relationship between extrusion width and nozzle diameter, this
additional width is presumed to increase transverse extrusion adhesion due to the additional
horizontal flow or spread as illustrated between Figure 5.2a and Figure 5.2b. An extrusion width
to nozzle diameter ratio (W/D) of 1.2 is assumed to increase horizontal plastic flow enough to
significantly increase surface contact with adjacent extrusions while not being excessive to the
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point of causing upward flow as illustrated in Figure 5.2c. Since the extrusion width is directly
proportional to the nozzle diameter, larger nozzles are required to obtain larger extrusion widths.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.2: Annotated illustration displaying the approximate flow distribution of extruded filament when the extrusion width
is equal to (a), larger than (b), and excessively larger than (c), the nozzle diameter.

Layer height can then be increased proportionally to the extrusion width. While increasing
the layer height independently can increase the flow rate, the maximum layer height is limited by
the extrusion width. As the extrusion width to layer height ratio (W/H) increases from 1, the
extrusion cross-sectional geometry transforms from circular to rectangular [123]. This effect is
illustrated in Figure 5.3. As the (W/H) ratio increases, so does the bonding surfaces between the
extrusions thereby reducing the print’s porosity [55], [123], [124]. For this reason, an (W/H) ratio
of 1.2 or lower typically result in bonding too weak to be useful [57], [123].
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Figure 5.3: Annotated illustration displaying the effect extrusion width to layer height ratios (W/H) have on bonding surfaces.

The increased bonding area of larger (W/H) ratios significantly affect the mechanical
properties of 3D printed parts. Larger (W/H) ratios have been shown to increase flexural strength
[52], [123], [125], and tensile strength in the normal [37], [124], [125], and transverse directions
[55]. While larger (W/H) ratios have been shown to reduce tensile strength in the longitudinal
direction [52], the limiting tensile strength in 3D printed objects is commonly in the normal
direction in which higher (W/H) ratios are shown to be beneficial [35]–[37], [53], [55]. These
sources seem to agree with [123] in that using an (W/H) ratio less than 2 can be done for low-duty
prints, 2-4 for functional and economic prints, and 4+ for mechanically critical prints. This is
because these mechanical properties increase logarithmically with respect to the (W/H) ratio and
thereby require exceedingly long print times when print speed is held constant. However, a higher
(W/H) ratio is not always beneficial for a print’s mechanical properties. The capabilities and
stability of the FFF 3D printer can limit the lowest beneficial layer height. Exceeding that
minimum layer height limit can result in reduced mechanical performance [123], [124], [126].
There are also mechanical properties that benefit from relatively low (W/H) ratios such as fatigue
[34] and impact strength [52].
The volumetric flow rate of a 3D printer can be determined by simply multiplying the
extrusion width, layer height, and print speed [127]. The equation can be further modified by
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incorporating the nozzle diameter, extrusion width to nozzle diameter ratio, and extrusion width
to layer height ratio, resulting in the following equation:
𝑊 2
𝑊
𝑊 2 𝑉 [𝐷 ( 𝐷 )] 𝑉
𝑄 = 𝑊𝐻𝑉 = 𝑊
𝑉=
=
𝑊
𝑊
𝑊
(𝐻)
(𝐻)
(𝐻)
where

Q
W
H
V
(W/H)
D
(W/D)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(5.1)

volumetric flow rate [mm3/s]
extrusion width [mm]
layer height [mm]
print speed [mm/s]
extrusion width to layer height ratio
nozzle diameter [mm]
extrusion width to nozzle diameter ratio

To fully utilize an FFF 3D printer’s potential for large-scale objects, the nozzle diameter,
print speed, and (W/H) ratio should be selected to maximum volumetric flow rate of the hotend.
In the case study of using the 3DP 300 printer equipped with HFE 300 hotends, the maximum
stated volumetric flow rate for PLA was stated in chapter 3.2.2 as 68.38 mm3/s. This leaves three
unknowns when the (W/D) ratio is held constant at 1.2. When considering the availability of nozzle
diameter sizes and desirable (W/H) ratios, it seems more appropriate to rearrange equation (5.1)
to solve for print speed resulting in the following equation:
𝑊
𝑄( )
𝐻
𝑉=
𝑊 2
[𝐷 ( 𝐷 )]

where

V
Q
(W/H)
D
(W/D)

=
=
=
=
=

(5.2)

print speed [mm/s]
volumetric flow rate [mm3/s]
extrusion width to layer height ratio
nozzle diameter [mm]
extrusion width to nozzle diameter ratio

Plotting this equation with regards to varying nozzle diameters at (W/H) ratios of 2, 4, and 6 results
in the graph shown in Figure 5.4. From this graph, it can be seen that larger nozzle diameters are
required if print speeds are reduced while holding the (W/H) ratio constant. Additionally, print
speeds or nozzle diameters must increase to achieve higher (W/H) ratios.
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Figure 5.4: Line graph displaying the relationship between nozzle diameter (D), extrusion width to layer height ratio (W/H),
and print velocity (V) when the volumetric flow rate (Q) and extrusion width to nozzle diameter ratio (W/D) is kept constant
at 68.38 mm3/s and 1.2 respectively.

In the case study of using the 3DP 300 printer equipped with HFE 300 hotends, a (W/H)
ratio of 2.4 was used at a default print speed of 100 mm/s. An observation was made during initial
test prints that having the perimeter print speed defined at 50% of the default print speed, or
50 mm/s, resulted in cleaner print surfaces with more uniform layers and less ringing. To optimize
the volumetric flow rate of the HFE 300 hotend, choosing a larger nozzle that lowers the default
print speed to levels that can be kept constant throughout the printing process could reduce print
times and produce better quality prints. Furthermore, larger nozzle diameters allow the ability to
reach higher (W/H) ratios therefore increasing various mechanical properties such as tensile
strength. An analysis of the resulting print speeds and layer heights for various nozzle diameters
and (W/H) ratios are shown in Table 5.1. From the table it can be seen that a nozzle diameter of
1.0 mm is relatively restrictive. Increasing the (W/H) ratio would result in impractical print speeds
while reducing print speeds would result in impractical (W/H) ratios. Using a nozzle size of
2.0 mm offers more flexibility with (W/H) ratios of 2, 4, and 6 resulting in reasonable print speeds.
A nozzle diameter of 3.0 mm could also be useful for obtaining high (W/H) ratios prints while
keeping the print velocity below 50 mm/s.
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Table 5.1: Comparing print speeds (V), layer heights (H), and Simplify3D’s estimated print times (T) and PLA mass
consumptions (M) for printing the braced-cantilever chair at various nozzle diameters (D) and extrusion width to layer
height ratios (W/H) with a volumetric flow rate (Q) of 68.38 mm3/s, extrusion width to nozzle diameter ratio (W/D) of
1.2, and no brim.

W/H: 2

W/H: 4

W/H: 6

D: 1.0 mm

D: 2 mm

D: 3 mm

V: 94.97 mm/s

V: 23.74 mm/s

V: 10.55 mm/s

H: 0.60 mm

H: 1.20 mm

H: 1.80 mm

T: 23h 50m

T: 31h 06m

T: 33h 07m

M: 6.920 kg

M: 9.242 kg

M: 9.901 kg

V: 189.94 mm/s

V: 47.49 mm/s

V: 21.10 mm/s

H: 0.30 mm

H: 0.60 mm

H: 0.90 mm

T: 25h 05m

T: 31h 55m

T: 33h 45m

M: 6.912 kg

M: 9.255 kg

M: 9.899 kg

V: 284.92 mm/s

V: 71.23 mm/s

V: 31.65 mm/s

H: 0.20 mm

H: 0.40 mm

H: 0.60 mm

T: 26h 20m

T: 32h 47m

T: 34h 28m

M: 6.918 kg

M: 9.254 kg

M: 9.902 kg

The affect nozzle sizes and (W/H) ratios have on Simplify3D’s estimated print time and
material consumption for the braced-cantilever chair is also shown in Table 5.1. The behavior
when considering larger (W/H) ratios with constant nozzle diameters is as expected. The material
consumption does not significantly change, and the print time increases slightly due to the
additional layers required to complete the print. Every layer has a short period of time in which
material is not extruded through travel movements and retractions. By increasing the number of
print layers, the total time of non-extrusion events increases thereby increasing total print time.
Table 5.1 also shows a significant increase in material consumption and print time with
larger nozzle sizes. This is caused by the interaction between the printer scale, print properties,
and print geometry. As illustrated in Figure 5.5, excessively extruded shell widths contribute to
the additional material consumption. For reasons discussed in chapter 3.2.2, the extrusion width is
locked to a static value. This causes Simplify3D to perform multiple full extrusion widths until the
desired shell width of 2.0 mm is either reached or surpassed. In the case for the 1 mm nozzle with
an extrusion width of 1.2 mm shown in Figure 5.5a, two passes are required to reach a total shell
width of 2.4 mm. The 2.0 mm nozzle shown in Figure 5.5b also performs two passes for a total
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shell width of 4.8 mm. This additional pass is likely generated due to the curvature of the print
surface and the increased layer height of the larger nozzle resulting in a total horizontal width
greater than 2.4 mm. Lastly, the 3.0 mm nozzle shown in Figure 5.5c will do a single pass for a
total shell width of 3.6 mm. The way infill generation interacts between print geometry and nozzle
size also contributes to the increased material consumption with increasing nozzle diameter.
Simplify3D generates rectangular infill as a continuous extrusion by extruding up the inner shell
wall to avoid retracting after every infill line. This results in the excess extrusions illustrated in
Figure 5.5a and Figure 5.5b that function to adhere the shell to the infill. When the space is too
small for infill to be generated at the defined extrusion widths, Simplify3D will instead perform a
gap fill where the space is treated as 100% infill. While both the infill and shell generation within
Simplify3D can be adjusted to avoid or reduce the additional material consumption, this shows
that the print geometry and print properties should be heavily considered with respect to the printer
scale being utilized.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.5: Annotated images comparing Simplify3D’s 10% rectilinear infill and 2.0 mm shell when a nozzle size of 1.0 mm (a),
2 mm (b), and 3 mm (c) is defined with a (W/H) ratio of 4 at a braced-cantilever chair print layer 27 mm from the build
surface.

An issue with increasing print scale is the reduced surface finish caused by the large layer
heights. 3D Platform has shown that automotive high filler primers and gel coats can be used to
produce a smooth finish on 3D prints [128]. They also stated that this technique could work for
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their 6 mm nozzle 3D printers. Other techniques such as automotive body filler, tetrahydrofuran,
dichloromethane, and ethyl acetate has been stated to produce high quality surface finishes on 3D
printed PLA parts [129]. In addition to surface treatments, print parameters could be adjusted to
achieve better surface quality at larger scales. An example of this is Simplify3D’s “Combine Infill
Every _” print parameter. By setting this _ value to 2, the printer will complete two shell layers
before printing the infill at double the default layer height. When setting the layer height to 0.3 mm
with a 1 mm nozzle, 1.2 mm extrusion width, the print will have an W/H ratio of 4 on the print
surfaces and 2 internally therefore obtaining a better surface finish with reasonable print times.
Various surface treatment processes, print parameters, and printer scales would need to be studied
to obtain a balance between fast print times, acceptable mechanical properties, and suitable surface
qualities.

5.2 Effects of Print Parameters
As discussed in chapter 2.3, 3D printing produces anisotropic prints with regards to their
tensile strength with their magnitudes declining through the longitudinal, transverse, and normal
directions, respectively [35], [36]. The longitudinal extrusion direction is also optimal for other
mechanical properties such as flexural strength and impact strength [52]. While simple prints could
be orientated such that stress primarily exists in the longitudinal extrusion direction, complex
prints are more involved. Infill and shell print parameters must be varied to optimize
strength/material distribution.
For prints that endure a bending moment, such as the bends in which form the cantilever
and braced-cantilever chair designs, an infill density below 100% is likely optimal. This would
place most of the material in the shell where the stress is greatest and reduce material in the center
where the neutral axis lies. The infill used for the braced-cantilever chair was rectilinear in which
alternated 90° every layer such that the strength benefits of the longitudinal extrusion direction
merged with the transverse direction. An infill geometry that may perform better would be the
honeycomb pattern. This geometry has been shown to outperform rectilinear in tensile strength
and elastic modulus [38], [130], and provide its strength more uniformly along its planar directions
due to its hexagonal pattern [38]. The disadvantage with this infill type is that it consumes more
print time due to the additional decelerations and accelerations required. The divergence in print
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times was shown by [121] to be quite significant with 45% honeycomb infill being equivalent to
100% rectilinear.
Other than geometry, infill density can also be adjusted for better mechanical performance.
By increasing the density, the porosity of the print reduces thereby increasing tensile strength [55],
[130], elastic modulus [130], fatigue performance [34], and impact strength [121]. However, the
rate in which various mechanical properties increase with respect to infill density varies. While the
elastic modulus and has been shown by [130] to increase significantly between 20% and 50%
densities for both honeycomb and rectilinear infills when compared to their respective 100%
density performance, tensile strength behaves more meagerly. In addition, [121] has shown tensile
strength of honeycomb infill to level off at 60% density before increasing nearly 50% upon
reaching 100% infill density in which the infill geometry defaulted to rectilinear. The data obtained
from both these sources agree with [38] in that infill densities below 100% result in lower tensile
strength to mass ratios therefore resulting in less efficient material usage. When this is considered,
the use of 100% infill layers within the braced-cantilever chair design appears optimal compared
to establishing a uniform infill density for structural support.
While infill and shell print parameters can be adjusted for strength/material optimization
in directions aligned with the build plate, little can be done about the limiting strength in the normal
direction. The effect this has on the performance of a print can be reduced through either print
orientation, in which print layers are stacked in the direction of minimal stress, or adjusting print
parameters that improve layer-to-layer bonding. Raising the nozzle temperature can increase layer
bonding through better layer fusion [54], [126], [131], [132]. This effect also occurs when cooling
fans are disabled due to the extended molten state time allowing extrusions to spread into smaller
crevices therefore reducing voids within the print. Omitting forced convection cooling also
increases tensile strength in the longitudinal extrusion direction due to the extended cooling time,
allowing PLA to become more crystalline [53], [132]. However, higher nozzle temperature and/or
disabled cooling may result in increased warping and dimensional inaccuracy if each layer is not
given enough time to solidify before the proceeding layer is printed.

5.3 Effects of Print Material
Obviously, print material heavily impacts the mechanical performance of 3D printed
objects. Even similar materials created by different brands can exhibit different mechanical
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properties and print characteristics [54], [123]. What might not be obvious is that different filament
colors of the same brand and material can also behave differently and produce prints with unique
mechanical properties [54], [121]. Of common PLA filament colors, natural filaments typically
produce better performing prints under similar print parameters due to the lack of pigment
restricting flow thereby reducing voids and increasing layer bonding [123], [131]. However, PLA
containing color pigments have been shown by [131] to obtain higher degrees of crystallinity with
natural filaments being nearly amorphous with less than 1% crystallinity and white being the
highest with over 5% crystallinity. They also showed that the crystallinity of white PLA can be
increased to nearly 14% when a nozzle temperature of 210 °C was used. However, increasing it
further to 215 °C reverted crystallinity back below 6% while still improving tensile strength
therefore showing that extrusion bonding is more significant than material strength in 3D printed
objects.
The mechanical performance of 3D printed objects can be further increased through post
processing. As discussed earlier, increasing nozzle temperature or disabling cooling can increase
the crystallinity of 3D prints by allowing additional cooling time above the material’s glass
transition temperature. However, aggressive cooling may be required in situations where warping
is a concern, thereby producing prints that are nearly amorphous. This is where annealing can be
beneficial in which the print is placed in an environment held at temperatures just above the
material’s glass transition temperature to allow molecular chains to align thereby increasing its
crystallinity. Using this method, [132] has shown that annealing PLA at 85 °C increased its
crystallinity to ~24% thereby increasing flexural strength by 17%. Another method of post
processing is radiation treatment in which the aim is to increase cross-linking thereby increasing
bonding strength between extrusions. This process was shown by [133] to work with PLA in which
the tensile strength in the transverse extrusion direction was increased from 42% to 72% of the
longitudinal tensile strength with the longitudinal direction being unchanged. Specifically, they
subjected PLA containing 10% by weight of triallyisocyanurate (TAIC) to 50 kGy gamma
radiation and ambient temperatures of 60 °C. The increased strength caused by cross-linking
between extrusions should work in the weaker normal direction of prints as well, thereby reducing
the anisotropic characteristics of 3D printed objects. This process could potentially revolutionize
the field of 3D printing in industrial applications where strength is important.
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Lastly, mechanical or economic benefits could be had through the utilization of fibers and
fillers. With PLA being a common polymer for 3D printing composites [1], natural wood
fibers/fillers such as cellulose and lignin are commonly used to preserve the environmental
characteristics discussed in chapter 2.3.3. These wood derivatives are cheap, environmentally
friendly, plentiful, and have the potential to increase the mechanical strength of PLA prints [134],
[135]. Different forms of cellulose are commonly used with PLA to improve its mechanical
properties. A few examples include the use of cellulose nanofibers to improve PLA’s tensile
strength and elastic modulus by 60% and 30%, respectively [136], and the use of macrocrystalline
cellulose to improve PLA’s elastic modulus by 7% [137]. Lignin is also of interest due to it being
a waste material in wood related industries and is therefore very economical. While using lignin
to increase PLA’s mechanical properties has proved difficult [138], its use as a filler to reduce
material cost could prove beneficial in large-scale 3D printing where strength is often
overachieved.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION
In this thesis, an industrial application of large-scale FFF 3D printing of a cantilever chair
was completed as a case study to understand the challenges involved with using large-scale FFF
printers. The chair was designed in SOLIDWORKS in which easy variability and complex
geometry were emphasized to take advantage of 3D printing’s ability for mass customization and
economic complexity. The use of PLA as the 3D printing material further highlighted the ability
to create fully sustainable, recyclable, and biodegradable products. After minimizing mass using
SOLIDWORKS FEA, 3D printing the cantilever chair with a brace addition was decided to reduce
material consumption and avoid fatigue failure complications.
The characteristics of large-scale FFF 3D printers and their implications with slicer settings
were discussed. The large glass build surface resulted in significant temperature gradients and
fluctuations in which cooling fan settings and adhesion additions were adjusted with regards to
print adhesion. The large hotend resulted in significant oozing and reduced feed rate to flow rate
responsiveness in which slicer settings that modify retractions, travel movements, flow rates, and
accelerations were tuned. Additionally, the stiffness of the printer frame, clearances in the
mechanical system, accelerations, and print speed were considered due to the large translating
mass causing dimensional inaccuracies in the form of ringing.
After the slicer settings in Silmplify3D were adjusted for the 3DP 300 printer, the bracedcantilever chair was produced. While successful, several issues involving adhesion, warping, and
filament degradation were encountered. The adhesion capabilities between PLA and glass was
found too weak for larger prints and removing cooled prints damaged the glass surface. An
experiment was conducted to determine an easily appliable and economical adhesive substance
that would provide good adhesion while the build surface was heated and release the print once
cooled to room temperature. Through this experiment, sugar/water solution was found to perform
better than clean glass, salt/water solution, and hairspray for PLA in both desired circumstances.
To solve the warping issue, an enclosure was designed and built from T-slot aluminum extrusions
and twinwall polycarbonate panels to provide insulative properties and easily allow future
modifications. While no experimentation was produced to verify its functionality, it is assumed to
work due to the previously damaged glass build surface severely cracking during a print shortly
after installation. A solution for filament degradation was also determined using an air-tight plastic
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pet food container and desiccant to maintain a consistent low-humidity environment. The effect of
the enclosure and filament storage solutions were not determined due to university shutdown
procedures initiated for safety during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Lastly, the effects print scale, print parameters, and print material have on mechanical,
visual, and economic-based optimization were reviewed from sources using desktop-scale FFF
printers. The volumetric flow rate limitations of hotends and nozzle diameters, and the
relationships between nozzle diameters, extrusion widths, and layer heights were discussed. The
geometrical effects of the extrusion width to nozzle diameter and extrusion width to layer height
ratios were illustrated and the effect the extrusion width to layer height ratio has on a print’s
mechanical properties were reviewed. An equation relating volumetric flow rate to nozzle
diameter, print speed, extrusion width to nozzle diameter ratio, and extrusion width to layer height
ratio was then created and used to present optimal nozzle diameter, extrusion width to layer height
ratio, and print speed combinations for 3D Platform’s HFE 300 hotend. These combinations of
increasing nozzle diameter with constant volumetric flow rates and extrusion width to layer height
ratio were then applied to the braced-cantilever chair case study by observing Simplify3D’s
estimated print time and material consumption. From this, it was discovered that larger nozzle
sizes could result in significant increases in material consumption and print time due to print
parameter settings and print geometry. The affect print parameters have on the mechanical
properties of FFF objects were further reviewed with respect to parameters such as infill density,
infill geometry, nozzle temperature, and cooling parameters. From this review, it was revealed that
forced cooling and low nozzle temperatures typically effects the mechanical properties of prints
negatively through diminished layer bonding. Lastly, the effect of print material color, print postprocessing treatments, and wood-based inclusions were reviewed. Significant discoveries include
the superior bonding ability of natural PLA, the post-processing radiation treatment to reduce
anisotropic tensile strength behavior, and the use of cellulose nanofibers to increase PLA’s tensile
strength and elastic modulus. Once print repeatability is achieved through the adhesion, warping,
and filament degradation solutions, further analysis should be conducted to verify general
hypotheses and conclusions made by these sources that have used smaller FFF printers. Examples
of such future works includes using a large-scale FFF printer capable of high print repeatability to
measure the effects of extrusion width to layer height ratios on print tensile strength and elastic
modulus. Additionally, a study attempting to confirm the theory that directly changing nozzle
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diameter while keeping the extrusion width to layer height ratio constant does not provide any
significant enhancements to a large-scale print’s mechanical properties.
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Appendix A: FEA Iteration Data
The following two tables show the variable magnitudes used for each iterative FEA
completed. Table A-1 shows that of the cantilever chair while Table A-2 shows that of the bracedcantilever chair. The highlighted values indicate the parameters that were changed from the
previous iteration, while the row contained within double underlines show the final parameter
values selected.
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Table A-1: FEA Iteration Data for Cantilever Chair

FFF Defined Strength
Parameters (mm)

Load Bearing Parameters (mm)

Results

Peak Stress Location
Shell Rail Fill Center
Rail
CT RT1 RT2 RT3 RT4 RT5 RT6 RT7 RT8 RR1 RR2 RR3 Min FoS Volume (mm3)
Width Width Fill Width Width
2
25
15
10
4 10 35 60 60 60 15 15 10 140 110 70
2.8
5 387 969
At internal center fill width edge of RR3.
2
25
15
5
4 10 30 55 55 50 15 15 10 140 110 70
2.5
5 068 954
At internal rail fill width edge of RR1.
2
25
15
5
4 10 25 50 50 45 15 15 10 140 110 70
2.0
4 859 364
At internal rail fill width edge of RR1.
3
25
15
5
4 10 25 50 50 45 15 15 10 140 110 70
2.5
5 832 891
At internal rail fill width edge of RR1.
3
25
15
5
4 10 20 45 45 35 10 10 10 140 110 70
1.8
5 419 208
At internal rail fill width edge of RR2.
2
35
15
5
4 10 25 50 50 45 15 15 10 140 110 70
2.8
5 669 042
At internal rail fill width edge of RR1.
2
35
15
5
4 10 20 45 45 40 15 15 10 140 110 70
2.2
5 401 532
At internal rail fill width edge of RR1.
2
35
15
5
4 10 15 40 40 35 15 10 10 140 110 70
1.8
5 014457
At internal rail fill width edge of RR1.
3
35
15
5
4 10 15 40 40 35 15 10 10 140 110 70
2.0
5 887 068
At Roller/Slider boundary, realistic FoS estimated at 2.5.
2
20
15
5
4 10 25 50 50 45 15 15 10 140 110 70
1.8
4 452 434
At internal rail fill width edge of RR1.
2
20
15
5
4 10 25 50 55 45 15 15 10 140 110 70
1.3
4 498 792
At internal center fill width of RR3.
2
20
20
5
4 10 25 50 55 45 15 15 10 140 110 70
2.1
4 490 573
At internal rail fill width edge of RR3.
2
20
20
3
4 10 25 50 55 45 15 15 10 140 110 70
2.0
4 496 800
At internal rail fill width edge of RR3.
2
20
20
10
4 10 25 50 55 45 15 15 10 140 110 70
2.1
4 459 581
At Roller/Slider boundary, realistic FoS estimated at 2.3.
2
20
20
15
4 10 25 50 55 45 15 15 10 140 110 70
2.1
4 433 958
At Roller/Slider boundary, realistic FoS estimated at 2.2.
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Table A-2: FEA Iteration Data for Braced-Cantilever Chair
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Appendix B: Orthogonal Drawings
The following SOLIDWORKS drawings contain orthogonal drawings displaying overall
dimension of the cantilever chair, braced-cantilever chair, adhesion test tower, and custom 3DP
300 enclosure.
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Appendix C: Print Parameters
The following figures display all print parameters within Simplify3D 4.1.2 defined for a
3DP 300-2E7C2-A3300-100 printer. Note that several settings located under the Layer, Additions,
and Infill tabs are print specific such as Top Solid Layers, Bottom Solid Layers, Outline/Perimeter
Shells, Skirt Outlines, Interior Fill Percentage, and potentially others. For the chair specifically, all
parameters shown were held constant with modifications to the Additions > Skirt Outlines for
adhesion, Infill > Interior Fill Percentage for solid fill sections, and Advanced > Start/Stop Print
at Height for the various print section Processes that make up the chair.
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